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Abstract	
Modern wireless communication systems require low-cost, compact, and highly integrated 
tunable components such as filters, phase shifters, frequency-agile antennas, and adaptive 
impedance matching networks. One basic element of these components is the tunable 
capacitor (varactor). Among other technologies, ferroelectric thin-film varactors exhibit high 
power handling, low tuning voltage, quick response, high capacitance density, and good 
adaptability into the microwave frequency range (DC to 20 GHz). In particular, BST-based 
thin-film varactors have an excellent potential to reduce size, weight, cost, and to improve the 
functionality of wireless communication systems. Electric losses of thin-film ferroelectric 
varactors depend highly on the loss of the dielectric layer. In general, the choice of the bottom 
electrode material has a big influence on the dielectric properties and the total losses. For this 
reason, efforts were made to use conducting oxide materials as bottom electrodes, enabling 
the deposition of a dielectric layer with low defect density and misfit strain. However, due to 
the high electrical resistivity of the so far used electrode materials, it was concluded that oxide 
electrodes are too resistive for integration into microwave varactors. 
In this work, the SrMoO3 as a highly conducting perovskite material was integrated for the 
first time as the bottom electrode into thin-film BST-based varactors. Epitaxial 
SrTiO3/SrMoO3/SrTiO3/Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 heterostructure was grown onto (110) GdScO3 substrate 
using Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD). The microstructure of the deposited layers was 
characterized by X-ray diffraction techniques and Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(STEM). It was shown that epitaxial growth of the SrTiO3/SrMoO3/SrTiO3/Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 stack, 
locked commensurately to the GdScO3 substrate, is possible. Moreover, optimization of the 
deposition conditions resulted in homogeneous, single-phase growth of all the layers with low 
mosaicity and excellent crystal quality. Using lift-off lithography, Pt/Au top electrodes were 
deposited by Magnetron Sputtering to enable the electrical characterization of the MIM-
structured varactors. It was shown that a tunability of 50% is achievable by applying small 
biasing voltage of 8V. Furthermore, a quality factor of 180 at 30 MHz suggests a very low 
dielectric loss at the Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3. A commutation Quality Factor (CQF) of 104 at 100 MHz 
shows the potential of SrMoO3 for integration into devices for microwave applications. As an 
initial step towards industrialization of this technology, a selective etching procedure for 
processing and fabrication of SrMoO3-based electronic devices was established. 
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1. Introduction	
By the end of the 1980s, conventional processing methods for fabrication of electroceramic 
materials were challenged by the advent of thin film deposition techniques, such as 
magnetron sputtering, pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). 
The advantage of these processes has been to fabricate the desired material at lower 
temperatures with much higher control over properties[1]. The ever-increasing interest in 
thin film deposition techniques was accelerated by the advent of thin film High-Temperature 
Superconductors (HTSC) and most importantly by the progress of ferroelectric materials and 
Silicon and semiconductor technologies[1]. Since the 1990s, ferroelectric thin films have been 
receiving significant attention for integration into electronic applications. This interest stems 
back in the profound amount of research conducted on the ferroelectric non-volatile 
memories, also known as ferroelectric random access memories (FeRAMs). Moreover, 
Ferroelectric thin films were used in their paraelectric phase as high-permittivity dielectrics 
for fabrication of dynamic random access memories (DRAMs)[2].  
Among other materials, the oxide thin films are anticipated to have a broad impact on the 
future of microelectronics, sensor systems, and RF/Microwave applications[3]. This is chiefly 
due to the customizable physical properties of oxide heterostructures by means of design and 
fabrication of novel oxide materials, and implementation of hetero- and superstructures. 
Furthermore, studying the oxide interfaces has become an enabling tool for understanding the 
electron correlations and harvesting phenomenal interfacial properties of oxide materials[4]. 
It is shown that mechanical strain, stoichiometry, and interfacial layers affect the properties of 
oxide thin films[5]. By choosing the proper substrate and growth conditions, heteroepitaxial 
growth of oxide layers is possible[6], [7]. Due to lattice mismatch, a mechanical strain 
remains at the heteroepitaxial oxide layers which could be employed to tailor the physical 
properties of the oxide layers[8]. It is shown that the dielectric properties of ferroelectric 
BaxSr1-xTiO3 thin film depend on the density and nature of the crystal defects in the crystal 
structure[9]. Despite the significant amount of research done on this topic, the microwave 
losses remain much higher than in the single crystals[10]. Previously, efforts were made to 
use oxide electrodes which would enable epitaxial growth of the dielectric Ba1-xSrxTiO3 (BST), 
with the goal of lowering the crystal defect density and thus the dielectric loss. However, it 
was concluded that the oxide electrodes are too resistive for microwave applications[11]. 
One of the most promising applications of oxide thin films is the tunable capacitors, also 
known as ferroelectric varactors[3]. In general, tunable microwave devices have a broad 
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range of applications including phase shifters, antennas, filters, voltage controlled oscillators, 
matching networks, electronically steerable systems, and tunable power splitters[11]–[14]. In 
general, telecommunication systems have observed a rapid advancement over the past years, 
yet there is enormous potential to unleash by enabling the fabrication of smaller devices with 
lower production cost, lower power consumption, and superior performance[12], [15]–[17]. 
Among other technologies, ferroelectric varactors offer strong electric-field-dependent 
dielectric permittivity which is desirable in the realization of highly tunable devices. 
Furthermore, most of the ferroelectric materials possess relatively low dielectric losses and 
high permittivity at microwave frequencies[11]. Varactors based on bulk ferroelectric 
materials offer low losses at microwave frequencies. However, very high tuning voltages in 
the range of kV are required which is a significant barrier for integration of this technology 
into microwave applications [3]. On the one hand, thick film ferroelectric varactors are 
inexpensive to fabricate. However, they have high losses and low tunability. Furthermore, the 
required voltage for creating the necessary electric field for tunning the thick film varactors is 
much higher than that of the thin film varactors [18]. 
In general, ferroelectric thin film technology offers the potential of miniaturization of 
microwave components, low losses, low power consumption, high tunability, low tuning 
voltages, and easy integration into planar RF circuitry [12], [13]. 
One of the main challenges for optimization of thin-film dielectric varactors is to lower the 
total loss of the varactor. A number of factors can result in electric loss of varactors, most 
importantly the loss of the dielectric layer and the electrode losses. Electrode losses are 
directly associated with the electric resistivity of the electrode material as well as the 
geometry of the device. By use of metallic electrodes it is possible to lower the electrode 
losses[19], [20]. However, the underlying bottom electrode´s crystal structure has a direct 
impact on the crystal structure and quality of the overlying dielectric material, and thus on the 
loss of the dielectric layer. In this context, previous efforts were made to use oxide electrodes 
as conductor layers in thin film ferroelectric varactors in order to achieve enhanced BST 
microstructure[21]–[23]. However, it was concluded that the oxide conductors are too 
resistive for integration into thin film varactors [11].  
In this study, highly conducting SrMoO3 has been used for the first time as the conducting 
bottom electrode in thin-film ferroelectric varactors based on BaxSr1-xTiO3. A number of 
microstructural analysis techniques have been employed to optimize the crystal structure of 
the conductor and dielectric layers in the varactors heterostructure. Finally, the electrical 
performance of SMO-based varactors has been analyzed and prospective integration into 
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microwave devices has been evaluated. In the following sections, the fundamental aspects of 
the thin film ferroelectric varactors are explained.  
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1.1. Dielectric	materials	
Dielectric materials are poor conductors of electricity. In other words, when an electric field is 
applied to a dielectric material, almost no electric current flows through it. This is due to the 
absence of loosely bonded ions or free electrons as charged carriers. Thus, in the presence of 
an external field, the negative ions or electrons drift in one direction, and the positive charges 
move in the opposite direction, also known as polarization. This displacement results in an 
internal electric field, counteracting the force of the external field and reducing the total field 
within the dielectric material. There are mainly four mechanisms of polarization in ceramics. 
Each of these mechanisms involves a short-range drift of the charged elements of the material. 
These mechanisms are electronic polarization, ionic (atomic) polarization, interfacial 
polarization, and dipolar (orientational) polarization. Among all, the dipolar polarization is 
the most dominant type of polarization in ferroelectric materials, resulting in dielectric 
constant values of 104 or more [24]. 
A perfect dielectric material is a material with no electric conductivity, harvesting and storing 
all the electrical energy available in the applied external electric field. In order to classify 
materials in terms of their dielectric response, two terms are of great significance: the electric 
susceptibility and the electric permittivity.  
The electric susceptibility 𝜒 of a dielectric material is a measure of how easily a material in an 
external electric field is polarized. The electric permittivity 𝜀 represents the resistance of a 
material against formation of an electric field inside it. Thus, a material with higher 
permittivity provides higher resistance to an electric field and thus lower electric flux across it. 
In order to quantify the electric permittivity of various materials, the permittivity of vacuum is 
taken as reference. The vacuum permittivity 𝜀#	(also known as the permittivity of free space) 
is calculated to be 8.85 E-12 F/m. Thus the relative permittivity of each material to that of 
vacuum can be calculated using 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3.  
 
 𝐾 = 	𝜀r  = 		𝜀 /	𝜀0 1.1 
 𝐾 = 1 + 𝜒  1.2 
 𝜀 = 	 𝜀#	. 𝜀*	=(1 + 𝜒). 𝜀#	  
 
1.3 
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where K is the dielectric constant, 𝜀*	 is the relative electric permittivity, D is the electric 
displacement field, and E is the external electric field.  
Dielectric materials can have different polarization behavior in an external electric field. The 
dependency of the polarization and the external field defines whether the material is 
ferroelectric or paraelectric. 
Paraelectric materials show a nonlinear polarization in an external electric field. In contrast to 
most of the dielectric materials, the polarization curve of the paraelectric materials is not 
constant with respect to the external electric field. Thus, the electrical permittivity, which is 
the slope of the polarization curve versus electrical field, is a function of the external electrical 
field. If the polarization response of a dielectric material in an external electric field is non-
linear, the material is referred to as a paraelectric material. If a paraelectric material also 
shows a spontaneous non-zero polarization, it is known as a ferroelectric material. In 
ferroelectric materials, when the external field is removed, a spontaneous remnant 
polarization will be present. Such a polarization can be reversed by an electric field in the 
opposite direction, provided that the electric field is large enough. Thus, the polarization is 
dependent on the history of the applied electric field as well as the actual external electric 
field. A ferroelectric material usually becomes a paraelectric material beyond a critical 
temperature, called the Curie temperature	𝑇.	. The remnant polarization of ferroelectric 
materials below the Curie temperature has made them a successful candidate for fabrication 
of FeRAMs[25]. Furthermore, ferroelectric capacitors are used for fabrication of Radio 
Frequency Identification Systems (RFID) [26]. Above the Curie temperature, ferroelectric 
materials show paraelectric behavior. The paraelectric phase of the ferroelectric materials is 
the main physical property that thin film ferroelectric varactors rely on [11], [15]. In the 
following section, fundamentals of thin-film ferroelectric varactors will be presented.  
 
1.2. Thin-film	ferroelectric	varactors	
Thin film Ferroelectric materials have been utilized and integrated into semiconductor 
microelectronics and Integrated circuits (ICs) [12]. Tunable capacitors, also known as 
varactors, are an important element in many devices functioning in the RF and microwave 
frequencies. This includes phase shifters, tunable filters and voltage-controlled oscillators 
[27]–[30]. For commercialization and scalability of varactor technologies, utilizing the BST 
thin films, the following set of criteria must be met [11]: 
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• Low loss tangent (high quality factor) at the operation frequencies 
• High tunability 
• Low production cost 
• Reproducibility 
• Reliability 
There are few other competing technologies available for the realization of tunable capacitors. 
The most promising varactor technologies and their advantages and disadvantages are listed 
in Fig. 1.1. In general, it is the application conditions which set the choice of the required 
technology for fabrication of tunable varactors. Among other technologies, semiconductor 
varactor diodes, RF MEMS varactors, and ferroelectric thin film varactors are the major 
candidates for the realization of varactor applications. Micro Electro Mechanical Varactors 
(MEMS varactors) are considered as a promising technology for the implementation of 
tunable varactors. MEMS varactors offer a very high quality factor. However, due to their 
mechanical nature, their response time is much slower than that of the ferroelectric varactors. 
Moreover, MEMS varactors are vulnerable to environmental conditions such as temperature 
shock, vibrations, and humidity [3]. The semiconductor GaAs varactors offer high tunability 
and reliability. However, not only are they expensive, but also their quality factor drops 
linearly with an increase in frequency, making this technology inept for application in 
frequencies higher than 20 GHz [31].  
 
Fig.	1.1	Advantages	and	disadvantages	of	the	most	common	technologies	for	production	of	varactors	
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Utilization of thin film ferroelectric materials in the fabrication of tunable capacitors offers 
miniaturization and low production and material cost [1], [3], [11]. Such varactors are used 
as an example to reduce the power consumption of antennas using matching networks based 
on thin film ferroelectric varactors [32]. Moreover, steerable antennas could exploit the 
potential of thin film ferroelectric varactors to save weight and space for satellite and space 
applications [33], [34]. 
Ferroelectric materials possess low dielectric losses at microwave frequencies and a strongly 
electric field dependent permittivity. Furthermore, the majority of the ferroelectric materials 
have a high permittivity at temperatures close to their Curie temperature. Several qualities of 
a dielectric material are of interest for applications in the microwave frequencies. The most 
important parameters for evaluation of the performance of ferroelectric thin-film varactors are 
discussed below. 
The electric-field dependence of the permittivity is defined either as the tunability 𝑛 or as the 
relative tunability 𝑛* of a ferroelectric material. The tunability 𝑛 is defined as the dielectric 
permittivity 𝜀´	in the absence of electric field (V=0) divided by the permittivity 𝜀´(𝐸) under an 
electric field	(𝐸): 
 
 𝑛 = 𝜀´(0)𝜀´(𝐸) 
 
1.4 
The relative tunability 𝑛* is defined as the change of permittivity in an external field	(𝐸), 
divided by the permittivity of that material under no bias: 
 
 𝑛* = 𝜀´ 0 − 	𝜀´(𝐸)𝜀´(0)  
 
1.5 
It must be noted that the permittivity is a complex quantity and in the 1.4 and 1.5, the 𝜀´ 
represents the real part of the permittivity.  
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Another important term in determination of the performance of a ferroelectric material in 
tunable varactors is the loss tangent		𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛿	(𝐸). In general, the lower the loss tangent, the 
stronger is the dielectric response of a ferroelectric material to an external electric field. The 
loss tangent is calculated as the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part of the electric 
permittivity: 
 tan 𝛿	(𝐸) = 𝜀´´(𝐸)𝜀´(𝐸)  
 
1.6 
Another common term to describe the loss tangent is the quality factor	𝑄: 
 
 𝑄 = 1tan 𝛿 (𝐸) 
 
1.7 
Generally, the dielectric materials in microwave devices are used in their paraelectric phase in 
order to avoid remnant polarization (hysteresis). It is generally observed that there is a trade-
off between the loss tangent and the tunability of the BST thin films [11], [35]. Thus, 
depending on the application, a compromise on either higher tunability or lower loss tangent 
(high quality factor) has to be made. To be able to compare the performance of BST thin 
films, a figure of merit known as Commutation Quality Factor (CQF) is commonly calculated 
and referred to [36]: 
 
 CQF = (𝑛 − 1)>𝑛	.		tan	𝛿?	. 	tan𝛿> 
 
1.8 
where 𝑛 is the tunability defined in 1.4., 𝑡𝑎𝑛	𝛿?	and		𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿> are the varactor loss tangent under 
no bias (V1=0) and V2 volts, respectively. While the CQF offers a measure to combine the loss 
tangent and tunability of a thin film varactor, it does not incorporate the absolute applied bias 
voltage which is an important factor for applications. In the literature, usually the total loss 
tangent of the device under test (DUT) is reported[11]. In certain cases, the loss tangent of 
the dielectric BST thin film is extracted from the total loss of the DUT [12], [20], [37]–[39]. 
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While the former is of interest for device engineers, the latter helps materials engineers to 
evaluate the sole performance of the BST material for microwave applications [11].  
 
1.3. Characterization	of	the	dielectric	properties	
The most important parameters for evaluation of the dielectric properties of a material for 
integration into a microwave component are its permittivity, tunability, and loss tangent. Two 
types of capacitor structures are used for characterization of the dielectric response of 
ferroelectric thin films, namely the coplanar interdigitated capacitor and the parallel plate 
capacitor. A schematic of these two structures is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.  
 
 
Fig.	1.2	schematic	comparison	of	the	varactors	in	co-planar	and	parallel-plate	configuration	
 
In general, fabrication of the interdigitated capacitors is simpler than that of the parallel plate 
capacitors. However, the electrode spacing in the interdigitated capacitors is usually in the 
range of few micrometers, limited by the resolution of the lithography. In the thin-film 
parallel plate capacitors, the distance between the bottom and the top electrode (dielectric 
thickness) is typically within the sub-micrometer range. Thus, by applying the same nominal 
voltage, the electric field in the parallel plate varactor would be much higher than that of the 
interdigitated capacitors. In general, lower tuning voltage requirement can result in a lower 
DC power consumption. Thus, considering the overall miniaturization trends in the Integrated 
Circuits (ICs) and also the global urge for lower power consumption in electronic devices, the 
parallel plate capacitors are becoming increasingly attractive.  
For characterization of the dielectric properties of a ferroelectric thin film, different methods 
are employed to address these properties within the desired frequency range. High-frequency 
measurements usually differ from low-frequency measurements. At higher frequencies, there 
are several factors which must be taken into account. High-frequency measurements (GHz 
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frequencies) are typically done by means of a two-port vector network analyzer, which 
measures the scattering parameter (S-parameter) of the inserted waves into the test structure 
[40]. In this setting, the amplitude and the phase of the reflected and transmitted signals are 
measured.  
Transmission line structures are a coplanar type of varactor used for characterization of 
materials at high frequencies (Fig. 1.3, top). Dimensions of CPWs are much larger than the 
microwave wavelength. Thus, S-parameter measurement of transmission lines is usually 
accompanied by electromagnetic simulations and equivalent circuit modeling. Typically, the 
signal line and the gaps are several tens of micrometers in width and few millimeters or more 
in length.  
 
 
Fig.	1.3	Schematic	(top)	and	the	corresponding	equivalent	circuit	(bottom)	of	a	transmission	line.		
 
The width and the gap of CPWs are designed in a way that a total impedance of 50Ω is 
achieved, resulting in the reduction of the reflection of input signals[41]. The insertion loss, 
measured by the vector network analyzer, encompasses both the reflection loss and the 
attenuation due to conductor’s and dielectric’s loss. The S-parameter response of the coplanar 
transmission lines can be modeled using an RLGC transmission line (Fig. 1.3, bottom, where R 
represents the conductor’s resistance, L is the inductance due to conductor’s configuration, C 
is the capacitance, and G accounts for the dielectric loss). Utilizing the conformal mapping, 
the permittivity and loss tangent of the dielectric material can be obtained [11], [42].  
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In the parallel-plate structure, the parasitic resistances and inductances are much lower than 
that of the CPWs. Another advantage of the parallel plate test structures is that the electrode 
loss at small frequencies is negligible. Thus, the measured loss of the DUT can be regarded as 
the loss tangent of the dielectric material. Furthermore, for measurements at low frequencies, 
the pad size (top electrode size) is not a critical factor, resulting in a quick and easy 
processing and fabrication of the test structure. However, big pad (top electrode) size results 
in very low impedance at higher frequencies and causes short circuiting. Therefore, the size of 
the top electrode can be critical in the S-parameter measurement of parallel plate varactors at 
higher frequencies. On the other hand, minimizing the pad sizes is not only harder in terms of 
processing and fabrication, but also it is limited by the tip size of the conventional probes used 
for S-parameter measurement (typically few micrometers). Various circuit modelings and 
extraction methods of the dielectric loss have been studied so far [43]–[48]. Circuit modelings 
are usually used to remove the parasitic influence of the series resistance and also 
inductances. For characterization of thin film varactors, a simple MIM (Metal-Insulator-Metal) 
configuration is often employed (Fig. 1.4). The circuit model presented in Fig. 1.4 is a 
simplified equivalent circuit which ignores the capacitance of the substrate, skin depth of the 
bottom electrode, the resistance of the dielectric material, and the parasitic inductances 
between the top electrodes. In Fig 1.4, Rt1 is the resistance of the top central electrode (signal 
pad), Rt2 is the resistance of the top outer ring (ground pad), Cs is the capacitance of the 
dielectric material, proportionate to the area of the signal pad, Rb is the electrical resistance of 
the bottom electrode, and Cg is the capacitance of the dielectric material, commensurate with 
the area of the ground pad. The geometry of such a test structure is designed in a way that the 
outer electrode (ground) has a much larger area in comparison to the signal pad. This means 
that cg >> cs and thus the influence of cg is negligible. In the ideal case, the equivalent circuit 
model of such an MIM structure consists of subtle series resistances (total bottom and top 
electrode resistances) in series with the capacitance of the signal pad (Fig. 1.4, bottom-right). 
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Fig.	 1.4	 Schematic	 of	 the	 top	 view	 of	 a	 parallel	 plate	 test	 structure	 (top-left),	 a	 typical	 sample	 with	 36	 test	 structures	
(bottom-left),	 the	 cross-section	 of	 a	 varactor	 (top-right)	 and	 its	 corresponding	 equivalent	 circuit	 (top	 and	middle	 right).	
Bottom-right	is	the	corresponding	simplified	equivalent	circuit.	
 
1.4. Barium	Strontium	Titanate	(BST)	
Barium Strontium Titanate BaxSr1-xTiO3 (BST) is one of the most promising and highly studied 
ferroelectric materials. BST has a perovskite structure and can be considered as a solid 
solution of barium titanate (BTO) and strontium titanate (STO), where Barium and Strontium 
are A-Site cations, titanium is the B-site cation, and oxygen anions shape an octahedral shell 
around the titanium (Fig. 1.5). 
BST offers large dielectric constant (usually few thousands) near its Curie temperature. 
Moreover, the Currie temperature, crystal structure, and dielectric properties of BST are 
highly dependent on the ratio between Barium and Strontium (Hereinafter Ba/Sr ratio). Thus, 
BST offers a flexible performance range which serves the need for miniaturized microwave 
devices and components applicable at different temperatures and for various applications.  
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Fig.	1.5	Schematic	of	the	perovskite	crystal	structure	of	the	BST	
 
The tunability, dielectric loss tangent, and commutation quality factor of BST thin films with 
0<Ba/Sr<1 have readily been calculated [11], [49] and under the assumption of pure 
paraelectric behavior, the results of these calculations have been plotted (Fig. 1.6) [11].  
 
Fig.	 1.6	 The	 temperature	 dependence	 of	 the	 tunability,	 loss	 tangent,	 and	 commutation	 quality	 factor	 of	 BST	 thinfilm	
varactors,	taken	from	[11],	[49]. 
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In Fig. 1.6, the Curie temperature of each composition is at the very left end of the tunability 
curve. Thus, it can be seen that the maximum tunability occurs around 10-20 degrees above 
the Curie temperature. Therefore, it is crucial to select the composition of the BST material 
with respect to the operational temperature. Moreover, it can be seen that at room 
temperature, an increase of the barium content to around 50% results in an increase of the 
dielectric tunability and also an increase of the dielectric loss tangent. Interestingly, the CQF 
also increases with the increasing Barium content, despite the increase of the dielectric loss 
tangent, due to the stronger impact of tunability in comparison to that of loss tangent in the 
CQF formula. Among other compositions, the Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 (Ba/Sr =1) has the highest room 
temperature tunability and CQF. However, in thin films, effects from lattice strain, defects, 
and film inhomogeneity can shift the Curie temperature, tunability, and loss tangent values 
[50], [51]. Thus, it is important to characterize the BST dielectric properties in reproducible, 
simple, and comparable test structure configuration before integrating it into a final device. 
The most dramatic divide in the dielectric properties of BST thin films and the bulk BST of the 
same composition is the permittivity.  
 
 
Fig.	1.7.	Temperature	dependency	of	the	dielectric	constant	of	a	thin	ﬁlm	and	a	bulk	ceramic	BST.	
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It has been observed that the dielectric constant of the BST thin film is significantly lower 
than that of the bulk BST. Moreover, the temperature dependency of the grown thin films is 
shown to be very different from that of the BST ceramics. As it can be seen in Fig. 1.7, the 
dielectric constant of the BST thin film is much lower than that of the bulk and exhibits no 
major peak at the phase transition temperature. This behavior has been attributed to the 
presence of defects[52], misfit strain[51], [53], dead layers at the interfaces[54], and local 
variations of the stoichiometry[11]. 
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2. Growth	and	Characterization	Methods	
In this study, Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) was used for Heteroepitaxial growth of the thin 
film oxide layers. In section 2.1, the PLD method will be presented briefly. In section 2.2. 
fundamentals of the microstructural characterization techniques used in this study will be 
introduced. In section 2.3 a brief review of the patterning process for various electrical 
characterizations will be presented.  
 
2.1. Pulsed	Laser	Deposition	
This section encompasses a brief summary of the general aspects of the Pulsed Laser 
Deposition (PLD), with a focus on the available features of the PLD system used for this study.  
PLD has widely been used for fabrication of high-quality thin films, in particular for 
conducting research on oxide materials[3], [55]. PLD offers a precise control of the growth 
conditions such as temperature, background pressure, and kinetics of arriving species on the 
substrate. Moreover, the growth of heterostructures consisting of several thin film layers 
makes PLD a good candidate for fabrication of multi-layer devices. In Fig. 2.1 a schematic of 
the PLD system used in this study is shown.  
Initially, the desired material for deposition is pressed into a dense pallet (hereinafter called 
target). Target has a significant role in the film growth in particular for oxide materials [55]. 
Target needs to be dense to withstand the laser pulses without getting cracked and also to 
reduce the formation of the particulates during the ablation process. Moreover, the target 
needs to have a high absorption coefficient for the selected laser wavelength. Polycrystalline 
ceramics, due to their ease of preparation as well as high density and absorption coefficient, 
are the most favored target materials for the PLD process[56].  
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Fig	2.1.	Schematic	of	the	PLD	system	at	the	ATFT	institute	in	the	Materials	Science	department	at	the	Technical	University	of	
Darmstadt.	
 
The kinetic energy for transfer of the material from the target to the substrate is provided by 
means of a pulsed laser, focused on the surface of the target. Once the laser photons hit the 
target, two scenarios can occur. If the laser energy per area (J/cm2), also known as laser 
fluence, is less than the binding energies of the atoms in the target material, the laser energy 
will be absorbed in the form of heat. This could result in vaporization of the target material. If 
the target material is evaporated, the stoichiometry of the species in the vapor phase would 
depend on their partial pressure, and thus a stoichiometric transfer of a multi-cation target 
material would prove difficult. Hence, the laser energy is selected in a way that it would 
exceed the binding energy of the atoms, also known as ablation threshold. Ablation is a 
process in which the laser pulse breaks the bonds of the target material and results in 
expulsion of the atoms. The ablation threshold depends on the absorption coefficient of the 
material which is a wavelength-dependent factor [55]. With higher laser energies, ejection of 
electrons at a supersonic speed takes place. By proper selection of the laser wavelength and 
laser pulse, high energy densities are absorbed by a small volume of the target material. 
Continuous rotation and sweep of the target material hinder local heating and unwanted 
evaporation of the target material. The ablation process forms an electric field which further 
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pulls the ions out of the target material. The ablated species form a plume. Depending on the 
laser fluence and pulse duration (usually in the range of tens of nanoseconds), the produced 
plume is a plasma-state containing atoms, electrons, ions, or molecules. In a dense plume, 
high interaction rate of the species results in a uniform cloud, extending towards the surface 
of the substrate.  
Kinetics and thermodynamics of the arriving species on the surface of the substrate depend 
highly on the background gasses and their partial pressure. Interaction of the plume species 
with the background gas can be of both physical and chemical nature. An inert gas like Argon 
can be used to reduce the kinetics of the species. The Time-resolved spectroscopy studies of 
the ablation plume have shown that the kinetic energies of the arriving species on the surface 
of the substrate can reach 100 eV[56]. Such a level of energy is high enough to introduce 
defects in the film. In this context, background gasses are seen as a means to slow down the 
species on their way towards the substrate. Background gasses are not solely used for kinetics 
purposes. For example, insertion of oxygen molecules has been shown to assist the growth of 
oxide films such as BST. Interaction of the plume species and the oxygen molecules forms sub-
oxide ions which facilitate the formation of the oxide phase in the deposited oxide layer[57].    
The material ablated per pulse in the PLD process is usually not enough for the formation of a 
complete monolayer. Thus, through proper selection of the laser repetition rate (number of 
pulses per second), it is possible to control the growth at sub-monolayer scale, making PLD a 
viable technique for engineering of interfaces and deposition of multilayer thin films.  
 
2.1.1. Thin	Film	Growth	modes	
Depending on the substrate temperature and the kinetic energy of the arriving species at the 
surface of the substrate, several scenarios are viable. Fig. 2.2. represent a schematic of these 
scenarios. The adsorption occurs when the arriving particles bond with the substrate atoms 
through Van-der-Waals forces. The landed particles might get reflected or desorbed by other 
particles on the surface. Furthermore, at higher kinetic energies, penetration of the arriving 
particles into the substrate material or inter-diffusion is also possible.  
The nucleation process takes place when the particles agglomerate and form chemical bonds 
on the substrate surface. After nucleation, the growth of the material on the substrate can 
happen in a number of ways, depending on the surface energies of the substrate ΓS, film ΓF, 
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and the interface ΓI. Young’s equation rules the wetting of the substrate surface by incoming 
species: 
 
 𝛤B = 	𝛤? + 	𝛤C . Cos θ	
 
2.1 
 
 
Fig.	2.2.Schematic	view	of	the	nucleation	and	growth	scenarios	
where θ is the contact angle. By assuming a spherical shape for the arriving atoms, the 2.1 is 
reduced to 2.2: 
 
 𝛤B = 	𝛤? + 	𝛤C  
 
2.2 
The layer-by-layer growth mode, also known as Frank-van der Merwe, occurs when the total 
surface energy (𝛤? +	𝛤C) is lower than the surface energy of the substrate. In contrary, if the 
substrate energy is lower than the total surface energy of the film and interface, growth in the 
island mode, also known as Volmer-Weber mode, is favored. 
A more complex scenario is the combination of the mentioned growth modes, where the 
initial growth is in the layer-by-layer mode, followed by a transition into island growth mode. 
Such growth is known as Stranski-Krstanov regime and usually, happens when the misfit 
energy increases upon film growth. Fig. 2.2 shows the schematic of possible growth scenarios.  
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Fig.	2.2.	Schematic	of	the	possible	growth	modes	of	material	on	a	substrate	
 
2.1.2. Growth	monitoring	
Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) can be used to monitor the growth of 
the thin film during the deposition (in-situ). The diffraction of the incoming electrons in a 
periodic lattice follows the Bragg equation in the reciprocal space. The grazing angle 
reflection exploits the forward scattering of high energy electrons by the crystal atoms. Thus, 
this technique is highly surface sensitive and can be used in situ to monitor the growth of the 
oxide crystals on a substrate. For a detailed explanation on the RHEED growth monitoring, 
please see [58]. 
 
2.2. 	Microstructural	characterization	methods	
If the substrate and film material and structure are the same, then the growth process is called 
Homoepitaxy. When the substrate material differs from that of the growing film, then the 
process is known as Heteroepitaxy. Different modes of epitaxy may occur, depending on the 
geometric relationship between the film and the substrate. When the orientation of a thin film 
is preferential with respect to the crystallographic orientation of the substrate on which it is 
grown, the thin film is referred to as an epitaxial film. A higher degree of epitaxy is the lattice-
matched epitaxy where the in-plane lattice of the film is nearly identical to that of the 
substrate. The commensurate mode occurs when the film lattice coincides in a one-to-one 
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manner on the substrate lattice. In this case, the film and substrate are regarded as 
commensurately locked to one another (Fig. 2.3, left). If the lattice points of the film coincide 
with some, but not all, of the substrate lattice points, then a coincident epitaxy takes place 
(Fig. 2.3, middle). The third type of epitaxy, known as Incommensurate mode, refers to a 
single crystalline thin film which effectively is without any grain boundaries, yet has no 
correlation with the lattice of the substrate. When the film grows, the misfit strain can result 
in the change of the lattice or introduction of dislocations. In this case, the film is relaxed 
meaning that the crystal lattice of the film would no longer accommodate the misfit strain and 
thus its crystal structure would become like that of the bulk material (Fig. 2.3, right) 
 
Fig.	2.3	Schematic	of	various	heteroepitaxial	growth	modes	of	material	on	a	substrate.	
Commensurate heteroepitaxy under optimized deposition conditions brings about the in-plane 
lattice of the film being matched to that of the substrate. As a result, a strain in the unit cell is 
built up. Thus, in the case of an in-plane tensile or compressive strain, the out-of-plane lattice 
of the film will shrink or expand, respectively. Based on Poisson’s formula, the conservation of 
the unit cell volume follows 2.3: 
 v = 𝜀E𝜀F  
 
2.3 
where 𝜀E and 𝜀F represent the in-plane and out-of-plane strains, respectively.  
For fully-relaxed films, the lattice parameters of the film are usually equal to the bulk values. 
If nucleation and growth of the thin film on the substrate would be favorable, crystals meet 
and bond perfectly, resulting in almost no grain boundaries. However, in reality, some of the 
nuclei are misaligned, resulting in low-energy, low-angle domain boundaries, known as 
mosaicity.  
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Mosaicity is caused due to the slight disorientation of the crystals as they nucleate and grow 
on the substrate. The microstructure of oxide thin films is known to have a significant impact 
on their physical properties [59]. Thus, it is crucial to monitor and engineer the crystal 
structure of the thin films to achieve optimal performances of these materials when integrated 
into a device. In order to characterize the microstructure of a thin film, several X-ray 
techniques are usually combined. In the following section the basics of X-ray characterization 
methods, used in this study, will be explained.  
 
2.2.1. X-ray	Spectroscopy	
Interaction of X-rays with the electronic structure of the lattices in a condensed matter is the 
fundament of X-Ray spectroscopy. The electromagnetic waves of the X-rays possess a very 
short wavelength in the range of angstroms. When these waves interact with the matter, they 
can get scattered. X-Rays are also reflected, absorbed, refracted, or transmitted when they 
interact with matter. If the scattering is coherent, the wavelength and the energy of the wave 
before and after interaction remain identical[60]. Such a scattering is also known as elastic or 
Thompson scattering. In contrast to the Thompson scattering, if the wavelength of the 
scattered beam differs from that of the incident beam, an inelastic scattering happens. An 
inelastic scattering is also known as Compton scattering. Interference of the elastically 
scattered waves from crystal planes can result in the fulfillment of the Bragg’s law (2.4). Such 
a scattering is known as diffraction. In other words, crystal atoms are a periodic array of 
coherent scatterers[61]. The strong intensity peak produced by the diffraction in a crystal is 
called the Bragg diffraction peak, fulfilling the Bragg’s Law: 
 n𝜆 = 2dIJK sin 𝜃 2.4 
   
where 𝜆 is the X-ray wavelength, dIJK is the distance between crystal planes in reciprocal 
space, and 𝜃 is the scattering angle. In the diffractometer, the 𝜆 is fixed. Thus, a family of 
planes, produce a diffraction peak only at a specific angle 𝜃. The value of 𝜃 depends on the 
distance between the diffracting parallel planes. Based on the Bragg´s law and Laue equation, 
diffraction conditions are sensitive to stoichiometry and lattice spacing. Thus, X-ray studies 
are used for monitoring the stoichiometry and the crystallinity of the grown thin films. In the 
sections 2.2.1.1 to 2.2.1.3, the three methods of X-Ray diffraction spectroscopy, used in this 
study, will be introduced briefly. 
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2.2.1.1. Coupled scan (𝜃 − 2𝜃	 scan) 
One of the most common arrangements is the out-of-plane 𝜃 − 2𝜃		measurement where the 
lattice planes parallel to the surface of the sample are investigated. Lattice mismatch, 
composition, and relaxation, all affect the position of the Bragg peak. Therefore, the 𝜃 −2𝜃		measurement on an epitaxial film contains structural information on composition and 
thickness. Furthermore, the peak positions reveal the out-of-plane lattice parameters of the 
substrate and the deposited thin films.  
The Bragg equation derives from the simplified interaction of the X-ray with one atom. In a 
crystal lattice, however, several scenarios may occur. Under the presence of defects in the 
crystal structure, one can assume that the incident x-ray is only scattered once by an atom. 
However, in the case of a defect-free crystal, the X-ray is scattered several times through the 
crystal structure. This process is called multiple scattering. In this case, the incident and 
diffracted x-rays in the crystal interfere with one another. Such interference is explained by 
the dynamical theory of diffraction which assumes that the intensity of the scattered x-rays 
drops due to absorption of the photons by crystal lattice. If the crystal structure grows in a 
layer-by-layer mode, the sequence of the crystal structure of the sample results in constructive 
interference of the incident and scattered waves, resulting in Laue fringes in the 𝜃 − 2𝜃		scan. 
Thus, presence of symmetric and sequential Laue fringes on both sides of the film peak in the 
2θ-θ scan suggests a high degree of uniformity in the scanned area of the sample. The 
substrate and the film layers produce nearly separate plane waves. The interaction of the 
plane waves from the substrate and different layers of films produces additional peaks of 
intensity, also known as thickness fringes, which contains microstructural information. Fig. 
2.4. shows an example of a 𝜃 − 2𝜃	scan, film and substrate intensity peaks, and thickness 
(Laue) fringes. 
 
2.2.1.2. Rocking Curve (ω-scan) 
If the nucleation and growth of the thin film on the substrate are ideal for epitaxial growth, 
the grown crystals meet and bond perfectly, resulting in almost no grain boundary creation. 
However, in reality, some of the nuclei are misaligned resulting in low-energy and low-angle 
domain boundaries, known as mosaicity.  
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Mosaicity is caused due to the slight disorientation of the crystals as they nucleate and grow 
on the substrate. The rocking curve measurement is usually employed to monitor the 
mosaicity in a crystal structure. 
 
Fig.	 2.4.	 An	 example	 of	 an	 XRD	 𝜃 − 2𝜃	scan	 of	 epitaxial	 films	 on	 a	 single	 crystalline	 substrate,	 showing	 the	 films	 and	
substrate	intensity	peaks,	and	thickness	fringes. 
A Rocking Curve is a plot of X-ray intensity vs. slight change of Omega. Rocking curves are 
mainly used to study defects such as dislocation density, structural uniformity throughout the 
thickness (mosaicity), the curvature of the film, and inhomogeneity. In the case of epitaxial 
thin films, rocking curves are also used to study the layer thickness, superlattice periodicity, 
lattice mismatch, strain and composition profile, ternary compositions, and relaxation. In 
general, slip dislocations create a broadened rocking curve. Fig. 2.5 shows the schematic of 
the rocking curve measurement technique. Rocking curve measurement is explained in detail 
in [62], [63]. 
 
Fig	2.5.	Schematic	of	the	rocking	curve	measurement	process	
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2.2.1.3. X-ray reciprocal space Mapping 
Reciprocal space maps provide a complete set of information and are usually used to analyze 
strained films. The reciprocal lattice is a projection of the 3D crystal lattice to a 2D vector 
space where a vector represents each crystal plane. The reciprocal lattice vector G has a 
direction perpendicular to the plane that it represents in the real space. The spacing between 
the lattice planes is represented reciprocally by the length of the reciprocal lattice vector G. In 
other words, diffraction follows the Laue equation (2.5): 
 
 kQ − 	kR = 	G 
 
2.5 
where G is the reciprocal lattice vector, kR is the wave vector of incident x-ray, and kQ is the 
wave vector of the diffracted X-ray. The reciprocal space map uses multiple scans to observe 
both the film and substrate peaks. Maps of the symmetric Bragg peak can be used to separate 
tilts and strain. Reference [64] explains the reciprocal space mapping in detail.  
 
2.3. Photo	Lithography	
Microlithography and Nanolithography are the technologies used to create patterns ranging in 
size from few nanometers up to tens of millimeters. Over the past decades, progress in 
patterning has sparked a rapid revolution in the semiconductor industry. The smallest features 
in integrated circuits (ICs) have scaled down to sub-micron sizes, enabling important 
functionalities of electronics, computers, and microelectromechanical devices (MEMs) [65]. 
Lithography techniques fall into two broad categories: masked and unmasked 
photolithography. The masked lithography is used to transfer patterns over a large area using 
a mask, resulting in quick and scalable fabrication process [66]–[68]. 
On the other hand, with the unmasked photolithography, it is possible to fabricate much finer 
structures. For example, it is possible to fabricate very small arbitrary patterns with focused 
ion beam lithography (FIB)[69], [70], electron beam lithography (EBI)[71], [72], or dip pen 
nanolithography[73].   
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Photolithography utilizes exposure of a light-sensitive organic material (called photoresist) to 
the ultraviolet (UV) light through a mask that consists of transparent and opaque features. In 
the case of a positive photoresist, exposure to UV light breaks the polymer chains and makes 
them soluble in the developer solution. Subsequently, the exposed features of the sample will 
dissolve in the developer, leaving the desirable pattern from the mask through the photoresist 
on the sample. One of the main methods used in photolithography to realize a pattern is to 
use the patterned photoresist to keep parts of a sample intact and leave the other parts 
uncovered. By using such a pattern, it is possible to etch away parts of a sample and leave the 
desired pattern of a thin film. The schematic of this process is shown in Fig. 2.6. After 
deposition of the desired film material on a substrate, the sample is cleaned. A layer of 
photoresist is then applied on the sample using a coating technology. Then the sample is 
heated so that the organics in the photoresist dry out to stabilize the photoresist on the 
sample. Then, using a mask, a pattern is transferred to the photoresist and the exposed 
photoresist is developed. After development, a brief O2 plasma dipping can ensure that no 
residual photoresist remains on the parts which should have been removed by the developer. 
In this context, the photoresist is used as a covering layer to protect the areas of the sample 
which should not come into contact with the etching solution, ions, electron, etc.  
After having patterned the photoresist on the thin film, the sample is etched using wet or dry 
etching. Wet etching refers to the chemical etching of a material with a chemically active 
solution or etchant. In this method, parts of the thin film which are not covered by the 
photoresist are etched away. A wet etching process usually involves series of reactions. Firstly, 
the etchant is diffused in or across the thin film. Then, some reduction or oxidation reaction 
happens between the etchant and the thin film material, followed by diffusion of the 
byproducts of the reaction from the reacted surface. Thus, stirring the etchant solution during 
the etching process is advisable. While the wet etching is generally isotropic, some dry etching 
techniques are also common, especially for anisotropic etching of the thin films. Dry etching 
requires ions, electrons, or photons with high energy to physically or mechanically remove the 
atoms from the uncovered thin film material.  
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Fig.	2.6	Schematic	and	sequence	list	of	the	photolithographic	steps	used	for	etching.	
 
If a chemical reaction occurs between the etchant and the thin film, the process is called 
chemical dry etching. Such a process is usually isotropic and shows high degrees of selectivity. 
Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) uses both chemical and physical mechanisms to achieve excellent 
resolutions.  
Alongside wet or dry etching, lift-off is a standard technique to pattern metallic or oxide thin 
films in the micrometer and sub-micrometer range. In contrast to the etching methods, lift-off 
is a technique in which the photoresist is patterned and used as a mask to deposit material in 
the desired configuration on a substrate or thin film. Due to high resolutions of patterning of 
photoresist on the sample, it is possible to get very high resolutions after depositing another 
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layer(s) on the sample through the lithographic mask and lift-off process. The schematic of 
the lift-off lithography and its common sequence are shown in Fig. 2.7. After preparation of 
the desired substrate or thin film material on a substrate, the sample is cleaned. The cleaning 
process is usually done by acetone, provided that the substrate and the films be inorganic and 
acetone-resistant. A layer of photoresist is then applied on the sample using a coating 
technology. Then the sample is heated so that the organics in the photoresist dry out to 
stabilize the photoresist on the sample. Then, using a mask, a pattern is transferred to the 
photoresist and the exposed photoresist is then developed. After development, a brief O2 
plasma etching can ensure that no residual photoresist remains on the parts which should 
have been removed by the developer. In this context, the photoresist is used as a mask to 
protect the covered parts from subsequent depositions. Commonly, a physical vapor 
deposition (PVD) is used to deposit a material through the lithographic mask on the sample.  
Some criteria are decisive in choosing the proper photoresist: thickness of the coated material, 
required resolution, available exposure wavelength, coating technology, and maximum 
temperature of the sample during the coating.  
In general, positive photoresists are not suitable for lift-off process due to two reasons. Firstly, 
the softening point of the positive photoresists is around 110 °C to 130 °C. Typically, samples 
are heated to higher temperatures during the coating processes, and thus, the positive 
photoresist will soften and diffuse during the coating, making the lift-off process hard or even 
impossible. Secondly, the positive photoresist offers positive or 90° sidewalls, at best. Thus a 
full coverage of the photoresist during the coating makes the lift-off process hard or 
impossible. Thus, the lift-off process is usually done using negative photoresists.  
Negative photoresists are typically designed to yield a reproducible undercut for the lift-off 
process. An undercut hinders the deposition of a film on the sidewalls and full coverage of 
photoresist. This facilitates the subsequent lift-off process (also referred to as ‘’stripping’’). 
Moreover, in the common negative photoresists, the crosslinking of the resins withstands the 
normal coating temperatures occurring during the physical vapor deposition (PVD) 
techniques. This maintains the undercut during the coating and thus facilitates the lift-off 
process.  
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Fig.	2.7	Schematic	and	sequence	list	of	the	photolithographic	steps	used	for	lift-off	lithography.	
 
In the following sections, the lithographic steps will be explained briefly. These sections are a 
collective summary of parts of the reference: [65]. 
 
2.3.1. Choice	of	photoresist	
The first step in photolithography is to coat the sample with a resist material. Photoresists 
need to be sensitive to the imaging radiation, offer a sharp edge profile after development, be 
etch-resistant, and be tolerant of variations in exposure levels. The required exposure depends 
on the sensitivity of the resist. Conventionally, exposure dose in milli-joules per centimeter 
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squared is provided by the producer of the resist [66]. Choice of the photoresist depends on 
the type of photolithographic process. Typically, for wet and dry etching, positive photoresists 
are used. For lift-off lithography, negative photoresists are more common. Depending on the 
type of photoresist, either the exposed part (negative photoresist) or the unexposed part 
(positive photoresist) will be resistant to the developer solution. 
 
2.3.2. Photoresist	coating	methods	
Spin coating, spray coating, dip coating, and roller coating is the four common methods used 
for distributing the photoresist on the substrate/film material. Table 2.1 summarizes the 
advantages and disadvantages of each technique.  
Table	2.1	Comparison	of	common	photoresist	coating	methods	
Coating technique Advantages Disadvantages/Limitations 
spin coating • thickness homogeneity 
• quick 
• edge beads 
 
Spray coating • scalable 
• 3D coverage 
• high roughness 
• edge non-uniformity 
Dip coating • any shape, any size 
 
• force rear-coating 
• too consumptive for lab-
scale coating 
Roller coating • efficient • sensitive 
 
The dip coating and the roller coating are mostly used for industrial and commercial 
applications. The spray coating is mostly used for obtaining 3D or angular coating of samples 
with spatial features. The most reliable, reproducible, and quick method for research is the 
spin coating. In this approach, the sample is placed on the spin coating holder where it will be 
sucked by vacuum to withstand the centrifugal force during the spinning. During the spin 
coating, a thin layer of photoresist coats the surface of the sample. By adjusting the speed of 
the spin coater (revolutions per minute) and the spin coating duration, the thickness and 
uniformity of the covering photoresist can be tuned. To have a clean surface for uniform 
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coverage of the sample with the photoresist, the sample is rinsed with acetone before spin 
coating, provided that the sample does not contain any organic or acetone-sensitive content. 
2.3.3. Soft	bake	
The resist contains a residual solvent concentration (20-40%) depending on the type of resist, 
solvent, thickness, and the techniques used for coating. Conventionally, the spin coating is 
followed by a heating step also known as soft bake, to reduce the remaining solvent content. 
Softbake reduces the mask contamination, prevents foaming and popping of the resist during 
the exposure, improves the resist adhesion to the underlying layer, and prevents bubbling 
during subsequent thermal processes. Softbake can be done in an oven or on a heating plate. 
In the oven, the heat is transferred by convection rather than conduction. Thus, the sample is 
heated uniformly. However, the thermal hysteresis of the oven makes this method unsuitable 
for temperature-critical processes. In contrast to the soft baking in the oven, direct contact 
with the heating plate results in a quick baking of the sample. However, for thick layers of 
photoresist, heating the sample might lead to an over-baking of the closer layers to the 
substrate and under-baking of the top layers of the photoresist. This might affect the 
subsequent development rate of the photoresist after exposure. The soft bake time and 
temperature need to be tuned. A soft bake too short or too cold can cause foaming and 
bubbling during the exposure, whereas a soft bake too long or too hot can result in cracks in 
the photoresist film or decomposition of the photo-active compound and thus lower 
development rate. As a rule of thumb, per final μm thickness of the photoresist a minute of 
soft-baking at around 100 °C is common. A precise adjustment of the soft bake time and 
temperature is necessary for fine-tuning the final resist structure, undercut angle and shape, 
and surface roughness.  
 
2.3.4. Exposure	
Typically, coating the sample with photoresist and soft baking follows by exposure to the 
ultraviolet (UV) lamp. To precisely transfer the pattern from a mask to the light-sensitive 
photoresist, the alignment and subsequent exposure of the sample is performed by a single 
device called mask aligner.  
After aligning the photo mask on the sample, the mask is pressed on the sample. In the soft 
contact mode, the substrate is brought into contact with the mask by a mechanical force. In 
the hard contact mode, the substrate is also pushed with a pillow pressure of Nitrogen, 
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resulting in additional upward force to the sample. A vacuum seal between the sample chalk 
and the mask can result in a vacuum contact mode which hinders alignment shift during the 
deposition.  
Typically, the emission spectrum of a mask aligner with Hg source contains g-line (λ=436 
nm), h-line (λ=405 nm) and i-line (λ=365 nm). A calibration of the illumination intensity is 
done for processes sensitive to exposure dose, such as thick resist processing or processes with 
sub-micron resolutions. The optical absorption of most of the photoresists ranges from 440 
nm to near UV which matches the emission spectrum of the Hg lamps. A thin photoresist (less 
than 1-2 μm) is homogeneously exposed from the beginning of the exposure. Thus, increasing 
the exposure dose does not necessarily increase the development rate. In contrary, for thicker 
photoresists (few micrometers), the light will first penetrate the first 2-3 μm of the film and 
gradually penetrate deeper. Thus, the exposed (and later developed) resist film thickness is 
approximately linearly proportionate to the exposure dose. The photoresist manufacturer 
usually provides the required exposure doses for various photoresists. A typical 1000 W bulb, 
for example, achieves a light intensity of approximately 60-90 mW/cm2 over g-, h-, ad i-line, 
with an i-line fraction of about 30% of the total intensity. As a rule of thumb, for most positive 
resists the optimum exposure dose results in saturation of the development rate. For negative 
resists, the proper dose depends on the required degree of cross-linking and the preferred 
sidewall resist profile.  
 
2.3.5. Development	
Once exposed, the photoresist needs to get developed. The developer removes the exposed 
part of the photoresist if a positive photoresist is used. In contrary, if a negative resist is used, 
the exposed parts will become insensitive to the developer. Alkaline developers develop most 
of the commonly used resists. Development is one of the critical steps in photolithography 
when an undercut for the lift-off process is required. The interaction chemistry and kinetics 
between the developer and the photoresist are decisive in the shape of the photoresist profile. 
Conventionally, after the exposure, the sample is dipped in a beaker containing the developer 
solution, usually with some agitation. In the industrial scheme, other development 
configurations such as spin or spray development have become prevalent. The sample (usually 
a wafer in an industrial setting) is typically spin dried after the development.  
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2.3.6. Hard	bake	
Hardbake is an optional step after the development which reinforces the thermal, physical, 
and chemical stability of the developed resist structure and prepares it for subsequent 
deposition or etching. A hard bake step bolsters the resist adhesion to the substrate. This is, in 
particular, necessary for subsequent etching processes. However, chemical stabilization of the 
photoresist by hardbake usually follows a strenuous removal of the resist at the end of the 
lithographic process. Therefore, hardbake can usually be avoided by optimum substrate pre-
treatment and selection of the proper photoresist.   
In the case of negative photoresist, flooding of the sample with UV light (also known as post-
exposure) is a common alternative for hardbake, resulting in further hardening of the 
photoresist after the development process.  
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3. Sample	preparation		
In this chapter, the experimental process for fabrication of the samples will be explained.  
3.1. Choice	of	substrate	
BST has been shown to grow epitaxial on a broad range of substrates, including metalized 
substrates, silicon wafer, and oxide single crystal substrates[56], [74]. In an industrial setting, 
a low-cost, thermally stable, low insertion loss, and chemically resistant substrate would be 
interesting[3]. However, the substrate material and its crystal structure can have a direct 
influence on the physical properties of the film which is deposited on it. Thus, selection of the 
substrate is necessary not only for commercialization of the technology but for the following 
reasons: 
Firstly, in commensurate thin films, the internal stress and strain, induced by the substrate 
lattice, result in lattice strain in the deposited films. The strain in the thin film affects the soft 
phonon mode which in return influences the dielectric constant of the ferroelectric material. 
Furthermore, the lattice misfit between the substrate and the thin film at the deposition 
temperature results in misfit strain. Such a strain can be relieved by nucleation and 
propagation of misfit dislocations during the growth. In general, fully strained films are 
usually expected at slight mismatch of less than 1% [11]. Fig. 3.1 shows the lattice 
parameters of conventional oxide perovskite materials and rare-earth scandate substrates, 
within the limits of the BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 lattice constant.  
 
 
Fig.	3.1		Pseudo-cubic	lattice	constants	of	the	rare-earth	scandates,	oxide	perovskites,	and	perovskite-related	structures	at	
room	temperature,	taken	from	[75].	
 
Secondly, the substrate-film interface plays a major role in the properties of the deposited 
film. As an exmple, a chemical reaction between the substrate material and the deposited 
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layer can result in an unwanted dead layer which could negatively affect the physical 
properties of the deposited layer.  
Thirdly, for applications at microwave frequencies, the dielectric loss and permittivity of the 
substrate material should be as low as possible.  
Thermal expansion coefficient of sputtered BST is reported to be between 7.8 E-6 to 11E-6, 
depending on the Ba/Sr ratio [76]. In Table 3.1, the most common substrate materials of 
choice and their related properties are listed. The only substrates which fulfill all the three 
above-mentioned criteria above are GdScO3 and the DyScO3. To minimize the misfit strain 
between the substrate and the SrMoO3, the single crystalline (110) GdScO3 was used in this 
study as the substrate material. The commercially available 1mm thick orthorhombic GdScO3 
(GSO) with lattice parameters a=5.482A, b=5.742A, and c=7.926A with a pseudocubic in-
plane lattice parameter of 3.967A were purchased from Crystec GmbH.  
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Table	3.1	Physical	properties	of	conventional	substrate	materials	and	their	 lattice	mismatch	with	SrMoO3.	 [11],	 [75],	 [77]
	
blue	means	suitable,	red	means	not	suitable,	and	yellow	means	hardly	suitable.		
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3.2. STO	buffer	layer	
Unlike stable materials, the growth of metastable materials like EuMoO3 has proven difficult 
on the single crystalline GdScO3 substrate [78]. It has also been shown that a thin (5nm) 
interlayer of a stable material such as SrTiO3 can enhance the crystal quality of the EuMoO3 
deposited on the GdScO3. This is claimed to be mainly due to the valance-mismatched 
interface effect. When La3+Al3+O3 is grown on Sr2+Ti4+O3, electronic reconstruction results in a 
partial reduction of the Ti4+ to Ti3+. Although the Sr2+Ti4+O3/Gd3+Sc3+O3 may suffer from the 
energetically unfavorable interface with the GSO, the thermodynamic stability of the STO can 
better handle this electronic reconstruction. The deposited STO layer on the substrate 
provides a smooth transition from the pseudocubic substrate to the cubic SMO film Details of 
this study will be published elsewhere.  
In this work, five monolayers of STO were deposited on the GSO substrate. The deposition 
was done in Ultrahigh Vacuum (UHV, 10-8 Torr) using PLD. Laser energy of 0.5 J/cm2, laser 
repetition rate of 2 Hz, and a substrate temperature of 630°C were used to deposit the initial 
STO layer on the GSO substrate. As it can be seen in the RHEED oscillation spectrum (Fig 3.2, 
left) in the first 10 seconds of the deposition, the reflection intensity falls sharply. However, 
after about 10 seconds, the RHEED intensity quickly recovers, and the oscillation becomes 
pronounced, suggesting a layer-by-layer growth of the STO. The STO deposition is terminated 
after 5 unit cells are grown, namely, after five intensity oscillations in the RHEED pattern is 
completed.  
Bright-Field scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) images of the GSO/STO 
interface (Fig. 3.2b) show the epitaxial relation of the STO layer grown on the GSO. In the 
first 10 seconds of the deposition, misfit dislocations are nucleated on the STO layer to relieve 
the misfit strain, induced by the substrate lattice. This observation confirms the reconstructive 
role of the STO as a buffer layer on the GdScO3.  
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Fig.	3.2	Intensity	of	the	RHEED	specular	spot	during	growth	of	the	STO	layer	on	the	GSO	(left)	and	the	STEM	image	of	the	
GSO/STO	interface	(right)		
 
3.3. SrMoO3	bottom	electrode	
Among all known perovskite oxide materials, SrMoO3 (SMO) is shown to have the lowest 
electrical resistivity (5.1 μΩ.cm) at room temperature [6], [79], [80]. For using SMO as the 
bottom electrode, one needs to grow a thick layer of this material in order to achieve low 
electrical resistivity. On the other hand, it is important to keep the epitaxial relation of the 
SMO to the substrate and prevent relaxation. Thus, it is crucial to grow thick SMO bottom 
electrodes which are fully strained and locked commensurately to the substrate. It is also 
important to have a smooth surface for the successive deposition of the dielectric BST layer on 
top of the seed SMO layer. Most importantly, SrMoO3 is a metastable material which, in the 
presence of oxygen or air, can easily get oxidized to the insulating SrMoO4. Thus, it is also 
critical to prevent the oxidation of SMO during the deposition of the BST layer and the 
processing of the sample. 
In previous work by Aldin Radetinac, deposition of a smooth and epitaxial SMO using PLD 
was established[6]. To use the SMO as a bottom electrode for varactors with applications at 
microwave frequencies, it was crucial to assess the electrical properties of the SMO in the DC 
as well as at the microwave frequency range. Results of this study have been published in [7]. 
It was shown that SMO thin films possesses a constant microwave resistivity of 29 μΩ·cm 
between 0.1 and 20 GHz, making it an excellent candidate for microwave applications.  
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In this wok, a KrF excimer laser at 248 nm wavelength was used to ablate a dense SrMoO4 
target material. A fluence of 1.5 J/cm2, laser repetition rate of 4Hz, and a background gas of 
2.5% H2 in Argon at a pressure of 50 mTorr was used to deposit the SMO on the (110) GSO 
substrate. The STO buffer layer was used for better crystal quality and a smoother surface, as 
described in the previous section. Insitu RHEED was used to monitor the growth mode and 
the growth rate of the SMO layer throughout the deposition. An excellent crystal quality of 
epitaxial SMO up to 391 nm thickness was achieved. Results of this study are published in 
[7].  
 
3.3.1. SMO	etching		
To be able to characterize the electrical properties of SMO at microwave frequencies, the 
scattering parameter measurement of the SMO CPWs was used. Fabrication of the SMO CPWs 
requires structuring the SMO either using a shadow mask or by etching. The lift-off technique 
cannot be used at the deposition temperature of SMO, around 600°C, due to the volatility of 
the photoresists. Shadow masking also results in a broad edge profile and disturbs the 
epitaxial growth of the SMO film and also hinders the in situ RHEED monitoring, necessary 
for the growth of high-quality SMO thin films.  
Among the possible etching options, the ion milling is conventionally used to pattern oxide 
thin films, resulting in sub-micrometer resolutions. Not only is the ion milling expensive and 
time-intensive, but also it does not suit the patterning of a meta-stable material such as SMO. 
In contrast, wet chemical etching is a low-cost method which is easily scalable for future 
large-scale fabrications. More specifically, if the wet etching is properly tuned, it can result in 
a selective etching which could be of particular advantage for device fabrication. Thus, in this 
work the etching rate of the SMO using various etching solutions was investigated. 
Typical etchants for oxide materials include a broad range of solutions, namely acids, bases, 
and (in)organic ligands. In the case of SMO, the multiple valence states of the Molybdenum 
can result in a controllable and selective etching.  In the presence of oxygen, the meta-stable 
SMO (SrMoO3) oxidizes to the stable SrMoO4. However, the physical properties of the SrMoO4 
differ from that of the SMO significantly. Thus, it is important to bear in mind the sensitivity 
of SMO to oxygen and air throughout the fabrication and processing steps. 
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In this work, systematic etching of the SMO using alkaline solutions was studied. 
Furthermore, controllability, selectivity, and the etching rate of the etching process were 
evaluated.  
Epitaxial thin film SMO was grown on the 5x5mm (110) GdScO3 substrate, as explained in 
section 3.3.1. The crystalline quality of the deposited thin film was analyzed using X-Ray 
diffraction methods, explained in 2.2.1.  
To lower the impact of crystal quality on the etching rate test, only one sample was used for 
all the etching study and later on other samples were tested by the same etchants to assess the 
reproducibility of the results. Thus, in each etching step, the sample surface was covered by a 
5μm-thick photoresist (AZ6632, commercially available from Michrochemicals), except for a 
small window which was kept open for the etching (see Fig. 3.3)  
 
 
Fig	3.3	Optical	 image	of	 the	 sample	with	 SrMoO3	 thin-film	stripes	 (pink);	horizontal	window	 is	opened	 in	photoresist	 for	
etching	of	the	SrMoO3	film;		
 
Each etching step was done for 30 seconds, followed by rinsing the sample in the deionized 
water. After each etching step, the thickness of the SMO film was measured by a Dektak 
Profilometer. Some of the used etchants also etched the surface of the photoresist. Thus, the 
Photoresist/SMO edge height could not be the right measure for evaluating the etching rate of 
the SMO. Therefore, the SMO film was firstly patterned into stripes, so that the perpendicular 
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design of the photoresist’s opened window on the SMO stripes would allow the use of the 
substrate surface as the height benchmark for thickness measurements. In a quick experiment 
it was made sure that the GSO substrate surface was not affected by the alkaline solutions 
which were used as etchants in this study. The etching steps were repeated until the SMO 
layer was completely removed. Then the photoresist was removed by acetone and adjacent 
intact part of the sample was used similarly for testing of other etchants. 
To select the right etchants, chemical properties of the SMO need to be understood. The SMO 
consists of strontium and molybdenum oxides. The strontium oxide is of highly basic nature, 
which in the presence of water forms strontium hydroxide, barely soluble in the alkaline 
media. In contrast, the solubility of molybdenum oxides depends on the pH of the solution 
and the oxidation state of the molybdenum. In general, Acidic solutions do not react with the 
molybdenum oxide. In order to confirm this, etching of the SMO sample with the nitric acid 
was performed.  At low acid concentrations, the film could not be etched, as expected. It was 
only at very high nitric acid concentrations of about 60% that an immediate and prompt 
dissolution of the SMO in the etchant was observed. However, the rate of the dissolution was 
not controllable, mainly due to the formation of Sr2+ and isopoly molybdate in the highly 
acidic environment.  
To disintegrate and dissolve the SrMoO3 it is necessary to understand the behavior of the 
multivalence molybdenum. In the presence of oxygen, the low-valent Mo4+ tends to get 
oxidized to the Mo6+ (MoO3). The hexavalent molybdenum then reacts with the neutral or 
alkaline environment to form molybdate.  
 
  
 MoO3 + 2 OH- à [MoO4]2- + H2O 3.1 
 
Thus, the SMO in contact with an alkaline solution undergoes the following reactions. 
 
 SrMoO3 + 0.5 O2 à SrMoO4 3.2 
 SrMoO4 à Sr2+ + [MoO4]2- 3.3 
 
If such a mechanism is valid, then the surface of the SMO film in the presence of oxygen, 
oxidizes first to the SrMoO4 and only then the SrMoO4 will get dissolved in the alkaline 
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solution. To evaluate this hypothesis, the H2O2, which is an oxidizing agent, was added to the 
tested etchant solutions to check whether enhanced oxidation might result in a quicker 
etching process. A schematic view of the proposed etching mechanism is shown in Fig. 3.4 
 
 
 
Fig.	3.4	Schematic	of	the	proposed	two-step	etching	mechanism	of	SrMoO3:	In	the	presence	of	oxygen,	SrMoO3	is	oxidized	
(eq.	 3.2)	 to	 SrMoO4.	 The	 addition	 of	 H2O2	 accelerates	 the	 oxidation	 process.	 At	 the	 second	 step	 (Eq.	 3.3)	 the	 SrMoO4	
dissolves	in	the	alkaline	etchant.		
 
The etching rate of SMO in the alkaline KOH solution as well as in the KOH-based AZ400 was 
tested. AZ400 is a conventional photoresist developer, available in many cleanroom facilities. 
Moreover, the effect of adding H2O2 on the etching rate of SMO was evaluated for both of the 
solutions. The alkalinity of all the tested etching solutions was constant (pH=14). The etching 
rate of the SMO in the tested etching solutions are presented in table 3.2.  
The etching rate of the SMO by the KOH and AZ400 was less than a nanometer per second. 
This etching rate can be used to etch the SMO thin films with the moderate rate in a 
controllable manner. The additive H2O2 resulted in significant increase in the etching rate in 
both KOH and AZ400 solutions, confirming the mechanism explained in (3.1-3.3.)  
The addition of the H2O2 had a stronger etching acceleration effect on the KOH solution. This 
is probably due to the reaction of the boric acid of the AZ400 with the H2O2 and production of 
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the peroxoborates. Thus, the effective concentration of the H2O2 in the AZ400 solution would 
be lower than that of the KOH solution with the same amount of additive H2O2. 
 
 
Table	3.2	the	etching	rate	of	alkaline	solutions	with	and	without	oxidizing	agent	(H2O2)		
Etchant pH Content Etching Rate (nm/s) 
KOH 14 KOH 4g+ 1 liter H2O 0.6 
AZ400 14 200 ml AZ400 + 800 ml H2O 0.7 
KOH + H2O2 14 50ml (KOH 4 g/l) + 0.1ml H2O2 14.5 
AZ400 + H2O2 14 50ml (AZ400 1:4 H2O) + 0.1ml H2O2 4 
 
One of the main implications of this study is that the rate-limiting step of the etching process 
of the SMO is the oxidation of Mo4+ to Mo6+. Thus, it is possible to tailor the etching rate of 
the SMO in the alkaline solutions by choosing the right amount of oxidizing additives such as 
H2O2. Another significant finding of this study is that low concentrations of alkaline solutions 
can be used to remove the superficial SrMoO4 from the SrMoO3. Such a step results in ohmic 
contact with electrical probes with the SMO sample for the future studies and applications. 
Finally, a controllable and reliable method for wet chemical etching of the SMO was 
established. The knowledge acquired from this work can be used to pattern SMO thin films in 
the future in the fabrication of microelectronic devices.  
 
3.3.2. Electrical	conductivity	of	SMO	at	microwave	frequencies	
SMO samples were deposited on 5 x 5 mm (110) GSO substrates, as explained in the 3.3. The 
AZ400 solution, as described in 3.3.1, was used to pattern Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) 
structures by photolithography and wet chemical etching. Each CPW structure consisted of a 
signal line with a width of 25 μm and two grounds each 280 μm in width. A Dektak surface 
profiler was used to measure the lateral dimensions of the sample. Taking into account the 
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permittivity of GSO and the thickness of the SMO layer, the width of the signal stripe and the 
gap between the signal and ground stripes were modeled, aiming at a transmission line 
impedance of around 50Ω.  
Each sample finally consisted of eight CPWs of SMO each 3mm in length. The overall 
structure of the CPWs and the contact pad of the signal stripe are shown in Fig. 3.5. Two ends 
of the same CPW structure were used for contacting to measure the reflection and 
transmission signals. To build a reference sample, 140nm thick Au film was electroplated on 
GSO substrate. Lift-off lithography was used to form the CPW structure. The central signal 
stripe was 20μm in width and 3 mm in length. Ground patches were 30 μm apart from the 
signal line. An Anritsu vector network analyzer 3739vc was used to measure the reflection 
and transmission signals. The network analyzer was calibrated using a standard calibration 
alumina kit with gold contacts using short-open-load-through (SLOT) test. The S11 and S21 
(scattering reflection and transmission, respectively) were measured at microwave 
frequencies up to 20 GHz. To remove the thin isolating SrMoO4 surface layer from the surface 
of the SMO CPWs before contacting, the sample was dipped in the AZ400 solution (see 
section 3.3.1) before the microwave resistivity measurements.  
For extraction of the frequency dependence of resistivity, the insertion loss (S21) of the Au and 
SMO CPWs were simulated. A commercial full-wave solver by Agilent was used to simulate 
the insertion loss of the Au by the method of moments (MoM). The geometry of the Au CPW 
structure, as well as the real component of the permittivity of the GSO substrate, was taken 
into account. By setting the tanδGSO ≈ 0.02 and ρAu ≈ 3.9 μΩ.cm at f =10GHz the best fit 
between the simulation and experimental curves were obtained (Fig. 3.6).  
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Fig	3.5	CPW	structures	of	SMO	thin	film	on	the	GSO	substrate	
The geometrical dimensions of the SMO CPWs and tanδGSO ≈ 0.02 were used in the same 
manner to simulate the insertion loss of the SMO CPWs up to 20 GHz. The best fit was 
obtained by assuming a resistivity of ρSMO ≈ 29 μΩ.cm at 10GHz. Deviations in the SMO 
measurement and simulation curves can be attributed to the lesser degree of fabrication 
precision of the SMO CPWs compared to the Au CPWs. This is because wet chemical etching 
results in less precise edge profiles as compared to the lift-off lithography, used for Au CPWs. 
 
Fig.	3.6	(a)	Frequency	dependence	of	the	insertion	loss	S21	for	4	Au	(solid	yellow	lines)	and	4	SMO	(solid	red	lines)	CPWs.	
The	black	curves	show	the	simulated	insertion	loss	of	SMO	and	Au	CPWs.	(b)	Frequency	dependence	of	resistivity	for	SMO	
and	Au	extracted	from	the	S21	simulations	at	each	frequency	point.	Blue	and	black	dashed	lines	show	the	average	resistivity	
of	Au	and	SMO,	respectively.	
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In conclusion, highly epitaxial SMO with a smooth surface was fabricated. SMO thin films 
showed a consistently low resistivity of ρSMO ≈ 29 μΩ.cm up to 20 GHz. Thus, SMO is an 
excellent electric conductor for integration into epitaxial heterostructures for microwave 
applications. Details of this study are to be found in [7]. 
 
3.4. STO	capping	
Deposition of the BST for fabrication of thin film varactors requires high temperatures (500-
700 °C) and high oxygen pressures. Thus, the bottom electrode needs to withstand the 
temperature and oxygen atmosphere for BST thin film deposition. Therefore, the oxide 
resistance and temperature stability are known to be the core requirements for the bottom 
electrode[11]. SMO, on the other hand, is a meta-stable material, prone to oxidation. In the 
presence of oxygen, the SrMoO3 changes to the SrMoO4 and causes several problems. Firstly, 
the lattice structure of the SrMoO4 does not match that of the BST and thus the BST will not 
grow epitaxially. Furthermore, the SrMoO4 is an insulating material and therefore it is 
counted as a dead layer, degrading the electrical properties of such a stack at higher 
frequencies. Therefore, it is crucial to hinder the oxidation of the SMO, while keeping the 
epitaxial relation of the heterostructure for the deposition of the dielectric BST.  
In this work, a thin layer of SrTiO3 has been used as the capping layer to serve as a barrier for 
the oxygen and also to keep the lattice relation to the underlying SMO layer. STO provides a 
stable oxidation potential gradient and thus facilitates the interfacial transition between a 
reduced meta-stable conductor (SMO) and an oxidized insulator. STO provides a stable 
oxidation potential gradient and thus facilitates the interfacial transition between a reduced 
meta-stable conductor (SMO) and an oxidized insulator. Details of the interface engineering 
of this layer will be published elsewhere.  
KrF excimer laser at 248nm wavelength was used to ablate a dense SrTiO3 target material. A 
fluence of 1.5 J/cm2 and laser repetition rate of 2Hz in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV, 10-8 Torr) 
were used to deposit a thin layer (4 nm) of STO on the SMO. The deposition of the STO 
capping layer was monitored by the in situ RHEED. As it can be seen in the STEM image of 
the cross section of the sample (Fig. 3.7, left), the excellent crystal quality of epitaxial STO on 
the SMO was achieved. Moreover, the layer-by-layer growth of the STO on the SMO is 
confirmed by the RHEED image of the surface of the STO capping layer (Fig. 3.7 top-right).   
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Fig.	3.7	STEM	image	of	the	SMO/STO	interface.	The	RHEED	 images	before	and	after	the	deposition	of	8-10	monolayers	of	
STO	are	shown	in	the	right	panels.		
 
At the elevated temperature of 600 °C, the STO capping layer is capable of hindering the 
oxidation of the SMO layer at oxygen pressures up to 8 mTorr. It was observed that higher 
oxygen pressures or temperatures result in an immediate change of the RHEED pattern to a 
spotty reflection, suggesting the oxidation of the surface of the SMO, and thus, change of the 
reflection pattern of the STO layer accordingly. Further details on the interface engineering of 
SMO will be published elsewhere. 
 
3.5. BST	deposition	
In this section, the deposition optimization of Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 using PLD is presented.  
In this study, a dense pallet of Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 was used as the target material in the PLD 
process. The goal of this study was to optimize the deposition conditions and growth 
parameters of the BST on GSO for various background oxygen pressures, bearing in mind that 
the growth of the BST on top of the SMO will require precise tuning of the oxygen content in 
the deposition chamber.  
As a starting point a temperature of 700 °C, a background pressure of 10mTorr, laser 
repetition rate of 4Hz, and a laser spot size of 2.5 mm2 were used. The effect of laser fluence 
on the quality and out-of-plane lattice constant of the BST films was evaluated. Six BST films 
at different laser fluences, ranging from 0.3 J/cm2 to 1.5 J/cm2 were deposited. The out-of-
plane θ–2θ X-ray diffraction patterns near the (002) reflection of the BST films are shown in 
Figures 3.8. The star denotes the (220) reflection of the GdScO3 substrate. For all the used 
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fluences, the BST films showed a good degree of epitaxy. The film deposited by 0.5 J/cm2 of 
fluence shows an out-of-plane lattice constant of 3.97, only 0.3% different from that of the 
bulk Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3. Furthermore, the pronounced Laue oscillations indicate excellent crystal 
quality and homogeneously grown BST films. Thus, this value is taken as the optimum fluence 
value at the used deposition conditions. Fig. 3.8 also suggests that the fluence can widely be 
used to tailor the stoichiometry of the BST film. 
 
Fig.	3.8.	The	out-of-plane	θ–2θ	X-ray	diffraction	patterns	near	 the	 (002)	 reﬂection	of	 the	BST	ﬁlms	deposited	at	different	
laser	fluences.	The	star	sign	denotes	the	(220)	reflection	of	the	GdScO3	substrate	
 
In the second step, the influence of substrate temperature on the BST film quality was 
studied. A laser fluence of 0.5 J/cm2 was taken from the fluence optimization study. A 
background pressure of 10 mTorr, laser spot size of 2.5 mm2, laser repetition rate of 4Hz were 
used.  
As it can be seen in Fig. 3.9, the film deposited at a substrate temperature of 700 °C shows the 
closest out-of-plane lattice constant to that of the bulk value, suggesting the best 
stoichiometric match to the desired Ba/Sr=3/2.  
It can also be seen that a minute change in temperature by 20 °C results in a shift of the peak 
to the right, which is an indicator of the shrinkage of the out-of-plane lattice component. This 
could be due to lesser Ba content. At the elevated temperature of 750 °C, the reflection 
becomes very broad, exhibiting non-uniformity of the lattice structure. Nevertheless, the 
sample is still epitaxial. At 650°C, the out-of-plane lattice component shows a strong shift to 
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the right, suggesting extra Ba content in the film. Among the tested substrate temperatures, 
700 °C is the optimal temperature.  
 
Fig.	3.9.	The	out-of-plane	θ–2θ	X-ray	diffraction	patterns	near	 the	 (002)	 reﬂection	of	 the	BST	ﬁlms	deposited	at	different	
Temperatures.	The	star	sign	denotes	the	(220)	reflection	of	the	GdScO3	substrate.	
 
After having acquired the optimal parameters for deposition of BST at ten mTorr oxygen 
pressure, it was necessary to fine-tune the deposition parameters at slightly lower oxygen 
pressures to be able to use these deposition conditions for fabrication of the varactors based 
on SMO bottom electrodes.  
It was observed that by keeping other deposition parameters constant, it is possible to tune 
the quality of the deposited film at various pressures through tailoring the laser fluence. In fig. 
3.10, it can be seen that at 1mTorr of oxygen pressure, by lowering the fluence, an epitaxial 
BST with a reasonable out-of-plane lattice constant (peak position) and uniformity 
(symmetric and pronounced Laue oscillations) can be obtained. The oxygen in the chamber, 
not only chemically interacts with the species in the plume and on the surface of the 
substrate, but also serves as a physical barrier for the ablated materials moving towards the 
substrate. Thus, the higher the background pressure, the lesser the mean free path of the 
ablated species. Thus, for lower oxygen pressures lower fluences should be used and vice-a-
versa. This is in agreement with the observation in the Fig. 3.10 that deposition at lower 
background pressures required also lower fluence.   
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Fig.	3.10.	The	out-of-plane	θ–2θ	X-ray	diffraction	patterns	near	the	(002)	reﬂection	of	the	BST	ﬁlms	deposited	at	different	
fluences	and	oxygen	pressures.	The	star	sign	denotes	the	(220)	reflection	of	the	GdScO3	substrate.	
 
In conclusion, a laser fluence of 0.5 J/cm2, background pressure of 1 mTorr, laser spot size of 
2.5 mm2, and a laser repetition rate of 4Hz were chosen as the optimal PLD parameters for 
deposition of the BST on top of the STO-capped SMO.  
 
3.6. Top	electrode	deposition	
Lift-off lithography was used for the realization of top electrodes with the desired 
configuration on the varactors. The top electrodes consisted of a thin layer (~20nm) of 
Platinum and a thicker layer (~350nm) of gold. In this section, the optimization of lift-off 
process is explained.  
The photolithographic mask was designed in a way that 36 varactors would be measurable in 
each sample, independently. To be able to extract more data from measurement of each 
sample, top contacts with different sizes were used. However, to check the uniformity and 
reproducibility of data on different parts of the sample, the 36 varactors were grouped in 4 
similar blocks, each containing nine varactors. In each block, four varactors had the smallest 
feature sizes (d=20 μm, D=40 μm). Furthermore, by varying the diameter of the signal pad 
(d) and the gap (D-d), it was possible to extract the BST loss tangent and also to reconfirm 
the influence of the top electrode size on the total quality factor. Fig. 3.11 shows the 
schematic of the top electrode configuration on a substrate (top left) and the dimensions of a 
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single varactor (top right). Table 3.3 provides the dimensions of each of the 36 varactors, 
patterned on each sample.  
 
Fig.	3.11	Schematic	of	the	top	electrode	configuration	on	a	5x5	mm	substrate	(top	left),	and	the	dimensions	of	each	single	
varactor	(top	right).		
 
Table	3.4	Dimensions	of	each	of	the	pads	in	Fig.	3.11.	
column 
 
Row 
1 & 4 2 & 5 3 & 6 
d (μm) D (μm) d (μm) D (μm) d (μm) D (μm) 
A & D 20 40 40 60 60 80 
B & E 20 40 20 60 20 80 
C & F 40 80 20 40 30 60 
 
In conclusion, the deposition, processing, and fabrication of varactor test structures were 
optimized. In the next section, fabrication and characterization of the state-of-the-art thin film 
BST varactor based on SMO bottom electrode will be explained. 
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4. All-oxide	varactor	with	SrMoO3	bottom	electrode	
In this section, microstructural properties and electrical performance of the State-of-the-art 
Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 varactors using highly conducting SrMoO3 as bottom electrode will be presented.  
4.1. Sample	fabrication		
Single crystalline GdScO3 (GSO) in (110) orientation was used as substrate material. A 
surface area of 5x5 mm2 provided enough space for fabrication of 36 parallel-plate varactors 
(MIM structure) which could be measured and characterized independently (for details see: 
section 3.6). The substrate surface was blown by nitrogen before insertion in the PLD 
chamber. No further surface cleaning and treatment was performed. The GSO has an 
Orthorhombic structure (lattice parameters a=5.482A, b=5.742A, and c=7.926A) with a 
pseudocubic lattice parameter of 3.967A, providing a low lattice mismatch for epitaxial 
growth of the SMO and Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3. Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) with a KrF excimer laser 
(λ=248nm, Ƭ=30ns) was used to deposit the STO/SMO/STO/BST on the GSO substrate.  
The initial STO buffer layer of 5 unit cells was deposited on the GSO substrate to enhance the 
initial growth of SMO. The SMO layer (320nm) was deposited consecutively, followed by the 
deposition of 10-mono-layers of STO and 83 nm of BST. The deposition conditions, as well as 
the thicknesses of each layer, are listed in Table 4.1. The thickness of the SrTiO3 layers was 
calculated using RHEED intensity oscillations. The thickness of BST and SMO were measured 
from the thickness fringes of the 2θ-θ scan.  
Table	4.1.	PLD	deposition	parameters	and	thickness	of	each	layer	of	the	varactor	heterostructure.		
Se
qu
en
ce Material Number of  pulses 
Laser 
repetition 
rate 
(Hz) 
Pressure 
(Torr) 
Laser 
energy 
density 
(j/cm2) 
Thickness  
(nm) 
1 SrTiO3 100 2 1E-8 0.5 2 
2 SrMoO3 16000 5 1E-8 0.5 320 
3 SrTiO3 200 2 1E-8 0.5 4 
4 Ba0.4Sr0.6Ti03  4000 4 1E-3 (O2) 0.5 83 
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To deposit the top electrodes on the sample, a single lift-off step was employed. The 
parameters used for achieving a 6-μm-thick photoresist are listed in Table 4.2. The edge 
profile of the photoresist exhibited slight undercut which assisted the lift-off process.  
Table	4.2.	Photolithography	parameters	for	lift-off	patterning	of	Pt/Au.	
Resist Spin coating 
speed 
/duration 
(s)  
Pre-bake 
Temp.°C 
/duration 
(s) 
Exposure 
duration 
(s) 
Development 
agent/duration 
(s) 
Post 
exposure 
duration 
(s) 
O2 
Plasma 
etching 
duration 
(s) 
 
maN490 
 
5000rpm/60 
 
90°C/240s 
 
150 
 
maD332s:H2O 
(1:4)/135 
 
200 
 
60 
 
Top electrodes with varying dimensions (See section 3.6) were deposited through the 
lithographic mask using room temperature magnetron sputtering. The sputtering parameters 
for deposition of Platinum and Gold and the final thicknesses of theses layers, measured by 
stylus profilometry are listed in Table 4.3.  
Table	4.3.	Sputtering	parameters	for	deposition	of	top	electrodes	and	the	thickness	of	the	deposited	layers.		
Material sputtering 
pressure 
 (Torr)  
Current 
(mA) 
Duration  
(s) 
deposition 
rate 
 (nm/s) 
Final Thickness 
(nm) 
Platinum  10-4 30 80 0.25 20 
Gold 10-4 50 500 0.70 350 
 
After deposition of the top electrodes, the sample was soaked in acetone for one hour. Due to 
optimized lift-off procedure and undercut of the photoresist, the photoresist was easily lifted 
off with a slight agitation of the solution (Fig. 4.1). This resulted in a clean sample surface 
with well-defined electrode structures. The schematic of the final structure and the 
corresponding thicknesses are presented in Fig. 4.2.  
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Fig.	4.1	 Image	of	 the	sample	 inside	 the	Acetone	after	 the	 lift-off	process.	The	rolled	 foil	 is	 the	 lifted	photoresist	which	 is	
covered	by	20	nm	of	platinum	and	350	nm	of	gold.		
 
 
4.2.	The	schematic	of	the	final	structure	and	the	corresponding	thicknesses.	
 
4.2. Microstructural	analysis	
Three methods were used to monitor and evaluate the microstructural properties and 
crystallinity of the GdScO3/SrTiO3/SrMoO3/SrTiO3/Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3/Pt/Au heterostructure 
during and after the deposition: in situ monitoring of growth by RHEED (only for deposition 
of oxide layers), X-Ray diffraction analysis including residual stress mapping, and scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM). In the following sections, results of these analysis 
will be presented. 
 
4.2.1. RHEED		
The RHEED in situ monitoring was used during the growth of the oxide layers in the PLD 
deposition chamber. Fig. 4.3 shows the RHEED pattern of the surface of the sample before the 
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deposition of each layer. For the first STO layer and the beginning few layers of the SMO, 
clear intensity oscillations were observed in the RHEED pattern (See section 3.2), suggesting a 
layer-by-layer growth. However, the rest of the SMO growth, as well as the capping STO and 
the BST layer, did not show a strong RHEED intensity oscillation, yet a streaky RHEED 
pattern, suggesting a step-flow growth. 
 
Fig.	4.3.	RHEED	patterns	of	the	surface	of	each	layer	before	deposition	of	the	next	layer.		
 
4.2.2. X-Ray	diffraction	
After the completion of the deposition of the SrTiO3/SrMoO3/SrTiO3/Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3/Pt/Au on 
the GdScO3, the X-Ray diffraction of the sample was measured ex-situ. The coupled scan (2θ-
θ) suggests a single-phase heterostructure (Fig. 4.4). No reflections from the Pt and thin STO 
layers are observable. The unidentified peak at 2θ=67.8 is an occasional unknown peak 
which has been observed for SMO on GSO. Moreover, the presence of symmetric Laue 
oscillations near the (002) BST and SMO peaks (Fig 4.5) exhibits highly coherent and 
homogeneous growth. The STO buffer and capping layers are too thin for having a 
pronounced reflection peak which most probably would be masked by the background of the 
BST peak in the 2θ-θ spectrum.  
The out of plane lattice parameters of the SMO and BST films were calculated using Nelson-
Riley equation. Moreover, the exact position of the Laue fringes close to the (002) SMO and 
(220) GSO were used to derive the thickness of the STO and SMO layers (Fig. 4.5). Results of 
these calculations are listed in Table 4.4.  
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Fig.	4.4.	The	X-ray	diffraction	θ–2θ	scan	of	the	GSO/STO/SMO/STO/BST/Pt/Au	heterostructure.	
 
Fig.	4.5.	The	X-ray	diffraction	θ–2θ	scan	of	the	GSO/STO/SMO/STO/BST/Pt/Au	heterostructure	near	the	(002)	GSO	peak.	
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Table	 4.4.	 Peak	 angle	 (2θ)	 and	 respective	 thickness	 and	 out-of-plane	 lattice	 constant	 values,	 calculated	 using	 the	 X-Ray	
diffraction	2θ-θ		spectrum	close	to	the	(220)	SMO	and	(220)	BST	peaks	(Fig.	4.5).		
Reflection peak angle (θ) c-lattice 
(nm) 
c-lattice bulk 
value (nm) 
Thickness (nm) 
GSO (220) 45.7012 0.39641 0.3967 - 
Ba0.4Sr0.6Ti03 
(002) 
45.8919 0.3952 0,3940 84 
SMO (002) 45.1551 0.40105 0.3975 307 
 
To check the mosaicity and the uniformity of the crystal structure across the thickness, 
rocking curve measurements (ω-scan) close to the (002) SMO were performed (Fig. 4.6). The 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rocking curve of SMO and BST are 0.035 and 
0.05, respectively.  
 
Fig.	4.6.	Rocking	curve	(ω-scan)	of	the	SMO	close	to	the	(002)	peak	
The low diffusive background of ω-scan profiles of the SMO and BST suggest low defect 
densities in both layers.  
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To evaluate the in-plane lattice correlation between the substrate and the deposited SMO and 
BST layers, X-ray diffraction residual stress mapping was performed. As it can be seen in Fig. 
4.7, the peak intensities of the (420) GSO, 013 (BST), and 013 (SMO) reflections are aligned 
along the Q┴ axis, suggesting that the in-plane lattice of the SMO and BST are 
commensurately strained and locked to the in-plane lattice of the GSO substrate.  
 
Fig.	4.7.	Residual	Stress	Map	(RSM)	of	the	(420)	GSO,	(013)	BST	and	(013)	SMO	planes.	
 
This implies the following relation between the crystal planes of the GSO substrate, and SMO 
and BST layers: GSO[110] || SMO[001] || BST[001]. 
Therefore, the in-plane lattice parameters of BST and SMO are equal to the pseudocubic 
lattice parameter of GSO (a=b=0.39641). Thus, by using the bulk lattice parameter of 0.3940 
for the Ba0.4Sr0.6Ti03 (Table 4.4), the tensile strain in the BST film will be 0.8%. Similarly, 
taken into account the bulk lattice parameter of 0.3975 for SMO (Table 4.4), the SMO is 
compressional strained by 0.2%.  
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4.2.3. High-Angle	 annular	 dark-field	 (HAADF)	 scanning	 transmission	 electron	microscopy	
(STEM)		
The FIB sample preparation and the STEM study were done by Dr. L. Molina-Luna and Dr. J. 
Verbeeck at EMAT, University of Antwerp, Belgium. 
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) was used to cut a lamella of the GSO/STO/SMO/STO/BST/Pt/Au 
heterostructure. The cross section of the lamella was used to take (HADDF) STEM image from 
the full stack of the heterostructure.   
 
 
Fig.	4.8	HADDF-STEM	image	of	the	cross	section	of	the	GSO/STO/SMO/STO/BST/Pt/Au	lamella.		
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Fig. 4.8 shows the (HADDF) STEM image of the cross section of the heterostructure. The 
image confirms the relative thicknesses of SMO and BST measured by XRD, and Platinum and 
Gold measured by stylus profilometer (Table 4.1 and 4.3). Moreover, the sharp interfaces at 
the overview STEM image (left panel) confirm the excellent growth of layers with smooth 
surfaces. Misfit dislocations nucleate during the growth of the STO layer on the GSO, visible 
in the bottom right image (Fig. 4.8). These dislocations not only help to relieve the misfit 
strain but also most likely accommodate the excess energy of the ScO6 octahedra in the 
orthorhombic GSO. In the bottom right image of fig 4.8, a lattice tilt of 3° between the GSO 
and STO is clearly seen.  
In contrary to the STO/GSO interface, the rest of the oxide interfaces in the heterostructure 
(STO/SMO/STO/BST) possess cubic perovskite structure with A2+ - B4+ valences. Thus, these 
interfaces are sharp with no observable dislocation or tilt, as it can also be seen in Fig 4.8 (top 
right panel). 
 
4.3. Electric	properties	at	microwave	frequencies	
Dielectric properties of the sample were measured over a frequency range of 100 MHz to 20 
GHz using an Anritsu 37397c impedance analyzer and a Keysight Technologies VNA vector 
network analyzer. A standard calibration kit with short-open-load-thru (SLOT) structures on 
alumina was employed to measure the reflection coefficient S11 of the test structure. Ground-
Signal-Ground (GSG) on-wafer probes with 150 μm pitch were used to contact the test 
structure. In this section, results of this measurement will be presented.  
The Voltage dependence of the electric permittivity εr and capacitance C at 1 GHz are shown 
in Fig. 4.9. The obtained C(V) curve with C(0) » 5 pF is in the range of reported values for the 
MIM varactors with platinum bottom electrode[81]. As expected for thin films, the er » 180 is 
lower than er » 1000 reported for Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 single crystals. As mentioned in section 1.4, 
the Curie temperature of BST thin films is typically shifted as compared to the bulk. The BST 
layer (x = 0.4) of the varactor at room temperature could be within or near the ferroelectric 
phase transition.  
In order to investigate the weak hysteresis in the e(V) in Fig. 4.9 and also to identify the 
source of the hysteresis curve, the sample was heated up to 80 °C. Fig. 4.10 is a comparison of 
the permittivity curve of the same sample under the same bias at room temperature and 
80 °C. 
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Fig.	4.9	Voltage	(Electric	Field)	dependence	of	permittivity	and	capacitance	C	at	1	GHz.	
 
As it can be seen in Fig. 4.10, at an elevated temperature of 80 °C, which should be far above 
the Curie temperature, the hysteresis effect persists. At temperatures above the Curie 
temperature, the remnant polarization curve can be due to strain-induced residual 
ferroelectric domains or local polar regions, due to defects such as oxygen vacancies. The BST 
film in this study is grown at a low oxygen pressure of ~ 1 mTorr to prevent undesired 
oxidation of the underlying SMO layer. Thus, it is highly likely that the BST film grown at 
such low oxygen pressure would have ample oxygen vacancies, resulting in local polar 
regions.  
 
 
Fig.	4.10	Voltage	(Electric	Field)	dependence	of	permittivity	and	capacitance	C	at	1	GHz	at	different	temperatures.		
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The dielectric tunability of nr = 50% is observed at 8 V (1 MV/cm) at 1 GHz (Fig. 4.11). 
Similar values are typically obtained at bias voltages higher than 20 V for the MIM (parallel-
plate) varactors with Pt bottom electrodes and BST layers thicker than 300 nm[81]. The 
growth of the BST films thinner than 300 nm on Pt usually leads to electric short-circuits in 
the Pt/BST/Pt varactors due to the formation of hillocks in the Pt layers [11]. However, 
because the varactor in this study has much smoother and thinner dielectric layer (BST: 
83nm), a comparably low voltage (8V) translates into a high electric field (1MV/cm). This 
value is among the lowest voltages reported so far for tuning a ferroelectric varactor up to 
nr = 50%. 
 
 
Fig.	4.11	Voltage	(Electric	Field)	dependency	of	relative	tunability	nr	at	1	GHz.	
 
The frequency dependence of the quality factor Q under no bias (0V) and at 8V are shown in 
Fig 4.12. An increase of quality factor with voltage is most likely related to the extrinsic loss 
(i.e. charged defects) mechanisms of the dielectric BST layer. The cross-over of the quality 
factor curve at 8V with the quality factor curve at 0V is due to the acoustic resonance under 
applied DC voltage.   
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Fig.	4.12	Frequency	dependence	of	quality	factor	Q	at	room	temperature	under	0V	and	8V	bias.	
 
It has been shown that at lower microwave frequencies (KHz-MHz) total losses of the varactor 
are dominated by the dielectric loss[21]. However, at higher frequencies, the total loss 
tangent of the varactor (1/Qtot) is dominated by the losses of the conductors[11]. Thus, the 
quality factor at GHz frequencies cannot be a decisive element in determining the quality of 
the dielectric material. Moreover, the geometrical factors such as shape and size of the top 
and bottom conductors have a large influence on the absolute value of the total varactor loss 
at upper MHz and GHz frequencies. 
While materials scientists are interested in the quality of the dielectric layer, device engineers 
would like to see the pragmatic potential of the certain combination of materials for 
integration into devices. Thus, the total quality factor of an SMO-based MIM varactor test 
structure serves as a measure to show the potential of the SMO-based thin film varactors for 
low-voltage tunable components for microwave frequencies. In this context, the quality factor 
of 40 at 1 GHz is one order of magnitude better than the best oxide varactors reported so far 
[21]. 
There is always a trade-off between the quality factor and the tunability of thin film 
varactors[35]. Therefore, for device engineers, it is crucial to compare different varactors by a 
measure which would include both tunability and quality factor. Thus, the commutation 
quality factor (CQF) (Eq. 1.8) is commonly employed to compare the performances of the 
varactors in various studies. Fig. 4.13 shows the frequency dependence of the CQF in 
comparison to the CQF of the SrRuO3/Ba0.25Sr0.75TiO3/Pt/Au varactors reported by Gevorgian 
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et al. [21]. As it can be seen, the CQF of the SMO-based varactor is almost two orders of 
magnitude higher than previously reported values for the best oxide-based varactor so far.  
For industrial applications, a varactor needs to have a minimum CQF of 2000 [16], [21]. 
Thus, with current configuration and performance, the SMO-based varactors can be 
implemented up to 1 GHz. This result is already far better than what other groups have 
achieved using oxide electrodes in ferroelectric thinfilm varactors and suggests the high 
potential of SMO-based varactor technology.  
To evaluate the dielectric performance of the BST layer, it is crucial to separate the dielectric 
loss tangent from the other contributing factors. Particularly in the GHz frequencies, the losses 
of the conducting oxide layer are known to be dominant and thus the total measured loss 
tangent of the test device is not the right gauge for judging the dielectric loss of the BST layer. 
 
Fig.	 4.13	 Frequency	dependence	of	CQF	at	 room	 temperature	 for	 the	 sample	of	 this	 study	 (SMO/BST)	under	8V	of	bias,	
compared	to	the	literature	value	for	SRO/BST	varactor	under	10V	of	bias	[21].		
 
In this work, a lumped element approach was employed to model the equivalent circuit of the 
test structure. Using Advanced Design System (ADS) software, the influence of the series 
resistance of SMO was separated. Furthermore, the reflection coefficient of the S-parameter 
measurement was simulated by the frequency-domain method of moments (MoM). The 
simulation and modeling were done by M.Sc. Mohammad Nikfalazar at the IMP Institute of 
the Technical University of Darmstadt. The measurement results were fitted to the modeling 
of the equivalent circuit as well as to the MoM simulation curves. Fig. 4.14 shows a schematic 
SMO/BST 
SRO/BST 
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of the test structure and its corresponding equivalent circuit. It has been demonstrated that at 
higher frequencies (10 GHz) the parasitic capacitance between the top contact structures and 
also the parallel Resistor/Capacitor in the substrate are negligible [48]. Furthermore, when 
two capacitors with a significant difference in capacitance are connected in series, the smaller 
capacitance dominates the total capacitance, following equation 4.1: 
 
 1CSTS = 1C? + 1C> 
 
4.1 
If C1>>C2, then Ctot = C2. 
Considering that the area of the ground pad in the test structure is almost 400 times bigger 
than that of the signal pad, the capacitance of the ground pad is then negligible. Therefore, 
using a lumped approach, the equivalent circuit can be simplified as depicted in Fig. 4.14 
(bottom), where Rser is the series resistance of the SMO top electrodes, and contact 
resistances, Lcon is the parasitic inductance of the conductor, and Cs is the capacitance of the 
dielectric BST with an area equal to that of the signal pad and 83 nm of thickness. The RBST 
represents the fringing capacitances, the electrical length inductance, and the measurement 
tolerances. 
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Fig.	4.14	Schematic	cross	section	of	 the	test	structure	 (top)	and	 its	corresponding	 lumped	equivalent	circuit	with	parallel	
RP║CP	(bottom).	
 
Based on the simplified equivalent circuit, the total losses of the test structure follow: 
 
 ZSTS = 	RBW* 	+ 	jωL.T[ + R\]^1 + Q_> + Q_>jωcB 1 + Q_>  
 
4.2 
where 𝑄a represents the quality factor of the BST dielectric layer and is reciprocally equal to 
the dielectric loss. Therefore, the real part of the measured impedance tends to Rser at higher 
frequencies, in this case Rser ≈ 0.55 Ω.   
To find out the sheet resistance Rs of the SMO bottom electrode and the dielectric constant of 
the BST film ɛc, the impedance of two test structures with similar outer but different inner 
diameters are subtracted, following Eq. 4.3. 
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 Z? − 	Z> = RB2π ln D>D? + 1jωπɛ*ɛ# 1D?> − 	 1D>>  
 
4.3 
Such a subtraction eliminates the influence of the outer ring area [44], provided that similar 
values of Ls and Rp in the two test structures be assumed. This calculation for the two test 
structures with Dout= 400 μm and inner diameters of D1 = 20 and D2 = 40 μm gives Rs = 
1.85 Ω/□ as the sheet resistance of the SMO, translating into 50 μΩ.cm of resistivity, which is 
in good agreement with the electrical characterisation on the SMO films using CPW structures 
[7]. Furthermore, the permittivity of the BST dielectric layer is calculated to be ɛr = 180. This 
value is equal to the calculated ɛr using the simple formula of C = ε0εrA/d using the measured 
capacitance C, the area of the signal pad A, and the thickness of the dielectric layer d. These 
results confirm that the contribution of the ground capacitance can be neglected.  
The measured quality factor of the test structure follows: 
 
 QSTSg? 	= 1QW + 1Q_ = tan dSTS 
 
4.4 
where the quality factor of the dielectric BST is proportional to the frequency, Cs and RBST. 
 
 Q_ 	= 1tan d_ = ωCBR\]^ 4.5 
 
and  
 Q]hi 	= 1tan d]hi = Q_>ωR]hi cj 1 + Q_>  
 
4.6 
To separate the Q_ and Q]hi, the measured insertion loss curves were fitted by the MoM RF 
solver and the ADS equivalent circuit modeling tool (Fig. 4.15). To have a good agreement 
between the measured, modeled, and simulated reflection coefficient curves in the whole 
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frequency range of 100 MHz to 10 GHz, the dielectric loss tangent was set in both methods to 
0.008 (at 10 GHz).  
A BST loss of 0.008 translates into a quality factor of 125 for BST at 10 GHz. The total quality 
factor of the test structure at lower frequencies (i.e. 1MHz) should equal this value. By 
extrapolation of the blue curve in the Fig 4.12, similar values for the total quality factor of the 
structure are achieved. In the outlooks of this work, characterization of the quality factor of 
the device at KHz-MHz frequencies is planned.   
 
 
Fig.	4.15	Fitting	of	the	measured	reflection	coefficient	(red	dots)	in	the	unbiased	state	(0V)	with	the	equivalent	circuit	model	
(green)	and	the	MoM	simulation	(blue).	
Using equation 4.6, the contribution of the conductor layer (SMO) and the dielectric layer 
(BST) to the total Q of the test structure can be separated. Fig 4.16 shows the results of fitting 
the measurement and simulation for the quality factor of the whole test structure, the 
conductor, and the dielectric layer. 
As it can be seen in Fig. 4.16, the slope of the total varactor Q follows that of the BST at the 
low frequencies (f < ~300MHz). For frequencies above ~300 MHz, the total quality factor is 
dominated by the sharply dropping SMO quality factor. This results in the quick decay of the 
device quality factor at higher frequencies, especially in the GHz frequency range. The BST 
loss tangent of around 0.008 up to 10 GHz is among the lowest reported values of dielectric 
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loss. Fig. 4.16 shows the frequency dependence of the extracted BST loss tangent in this work 
in comparison to the best of the reported values in the literature for the most common 
electrode materials used so far. 
 
 
Fig.	 4.16	 Total	 (measured)	 quality	 factor	 of	 the	MIM	 varactor	 (black),	 the	 extracted	 SMO	 quality	 factor	 (blue),	 and	 the	
extracted	BST	quality	factor	(red).		
 
The dashed lines are the reproduction of the data from the literature. The corresponding 
sources are listed in the figure caption. As it can be seen, the loss tangent of the dielectric BST 
layer in this work is around 0.008 for frequencies up to 10 GHz. this value is lower than most 
of the values reported so far. Further optimization of the BST layer, for example by defect 
engineering, can further minimize the loss tangent in the future.  
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Fig.	 4.17.	 Extracted	 loss	 tangent	 of	 the	 BST	 dielectric	 layer	 versus	 Frequency	 for	 the	 reported	 varactors	 using	 various	
bottom	electrodes:	SrRuO3	[21],	Au/Pt	[43],	La0.7Sr0.3MnO3	[82],	Ti/Au/Pt	[83],	TiO2/Pt	[83].		
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5. Summary		
This work presents the revival of the concept of all-oxide thin-film ferroelectric varactors. A 
series of systematic approaches has yielded to intermediate success stories and eventually to 
the fabrication and characterization of a state-of-the-art oxide thin-film ferroelectric varactor. 
By utilizing the SrMoO3 thin film as a conducting oxide, the Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 thin film as an 
excellent dielectric material, and SrTiO3 thin film as oxygen diffusion barrier between the 
conductor and the dielectric layer, it is shown that all-oxide varactors with excellent crystal 
quality and promising electrical properties at microwave frequencies can be achieved.  
Epitaxial growth of SrMoO3, Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3, and SrTiO3 on 5×5 mm2 (110) GdScO3 single 
crystal substrate using Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) was achieved. Furthermore, deposition 
conditions were fine-tuned for epitaxial growth of fully commensurate thin-film stack of 
SrTiO3/SrMoO3/SrTiO3/Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 on GdScO3 substrate. A KrF excimer laser with a 
wavelength of 248nm, fluence of 0.5 – 1 J/cm2, and pulse rate of 2-5 Hz was used in the PLD 
system. The SrTiO3/SrMoO3/SrTiO3 tri-layer was grown at ultra-high vacuum (P<1·10E-8) 
with a substrate temperature of Tsub=650°°C. The Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 thin film was grown in oxygen 
pressure of 1 mTorr and a substrate temperature of Tsub=630°°C. The growth of all the layers 
was monitored by an in situ RHEED system, suggesting a layer by layer growth for the entire 
heteroepitaxial stack. In order to realize top contacts and characterize the electrical properties 
of the test structure, an ex situ photolithographic lift-off process was optimized to coat a 
photoresist mask on the sample followed by magnetron sputtering of platinum and gold thin 
films. Top electrode patterns with central circular pad as the signal contact and concentric 
ring as ground contact were realized. Size of the top contact pads were varied to retrieve 
various material related properties from the measured data. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) q-2q scans and reciprocal space maps were used to monitor the single-
phase growth of the heteroepitaxial stack, commensurate to the substrate, following epitaxial 
relation of Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 [001] || SrMoO3 [001] || GdScO3 [110] and 
Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 [100] || SrMoO3 [100] || GdScO3 [001]. Symmetric Laue oscillations in the 
vicinity of 002 SrMoO3 and Ba0.4Sr0.6TiO3 reflections suggest a homogeneous growth of both 
layers. For the same reflections, rocking curves with low diffusive background and full width 
at half maxima (FWHM) of below 0.05° suggest low defect densities in both thin films. 
Moreover, a Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) of the cross-section of the 
sample reconfirmed the commensurate relation of the heterostructure and atomically sharp 
interface between all the layers. 
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Excellent electrical properties of all-oxide varactors were achieved. A relative permittivity of 
180 at room-temperature with 50% tunability at 8V is a reasonably high tunability, specially 
at such a low voltage. This opens the door to the possibility of tuning varactors with lower 
voltages, which is an attractive option for mobile devices. The quality factor of the test 
structure was measured between 10 MHz to 20 GHz. A quality factor of 180 under 8V of bias 
at 30 MHz suggests a very low dielectric loss of the BST dielectric layer. At frequencies above 
400 MHz the quality factor decreased due to the losses in the SrMoO3 layer. A commutation 
quality factor (CQF) of 104, 102, 10 at 100 MHz, 1 GHz, and 10 GHz, respectively, was 
achieved. Even at high frequencies, the value of CQF was more than 50 times higher than 
previously-reported values for BST varactors with SrRuO3 conductor layer.  
A wet chemical etching approach for selective etching of the meta-stable SMO thin films was 
offered. This study suggests that the etching rate of SrMoO4 is much higher than that of the 
SrMoO3. Thus, it is possible to use oxidizing additives such as H2O2 in alkaline solutions to 
modify the etching rate of the SMO. Furthermore, it was shown that by using low 
concentrations of alkaline solutions the removal of the superficial SrMoO4 from the SrMoO3 
surface is easily possible. This method opens the possibility of dissolving the unwanted 
superficial SrMoO4 for ex-situ characterization and measurement purposes, as well as device 
fabrication. In conclusion, a controllable and reliable method for wet chemical etching of the 
SMO was established. The knowledge acquired from this work can be used to pattern SMO 
thin films in the future in the fabrication of microelectronic devices. The etching approach 
offers a simple, economic, and scalable method to process the SMO for prospective industrial 
integration.  
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6. Outlook	
In this work, the potential of SrMoO3 as an excellent material for integration as a bottom 
electrode in the thin-film all-oxide ferroelectric varactors has been exhibited and a processing 
and characterization routine has been established to optimize the material properties and 
engineer a prototype thin-film all-oxide ferroelectric varactor. 
In order to establish an industrial approach for fabrication of all oxide thin-film varactors it is 
necessary to prove the feasibility and viability of such a process through a prototype varactor. 
An interdisciplinary VIP+ project from the Federal Ministry of Education and Research in 
Germany (BMBF) is inspired from this work. The goal is to achieve a better performance by 
material and design optimization of the all-oxide ferroelectric thin-film varactors and to 
fabricate a prototype of state-of-the-art all oxide varactor using SrMoO3 as the bottom 
electrode, aiming at better performance as compared to commercially available varactors. 
Continuation of this research work will encompass: 
1. Substitution of GdScO3 with cheaper substrates such as silicon or MgO which are more 
applicable in industrial fabrication set-ups.  
2. Lowering the resistance of the conductor layer by achieving lower resistivity of SMO 
thin film or depositing thicker single crystalline SrMoO3 layer. 
3. Migration to more conventional deposition methods with the goal of lowering the 
fabrication costs and facilitating the industrial integration.  
4. Engineering the SrMoO3/SrTiO3/BST interface in order to be able to keep the meta-
stable SrMoO3 intact while using higher oxygen pressures for deposition of the BST 
and thus lowering the density of oxygen vacancies in the BST layer for better material 
performance. In this context, it might be possible to substitute the SrTiO3 capping 
layer with a different capping material which has a higher oxygen diffusion barrier, to 
allow higher oxygen pressure during the BST growth and thus decrease the oxygen 
vacancy density in the BST layer.  
5. Design and optimization of a prototype varactor will conclude the initial research work 
on this set of material and shed light on the enormous potential of thin-film SrMoO3 
for microwave applications.  
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